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Steven M. Kenner 
Global Director 
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Re: Model Year 2013 and 2014 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear Mr. Kenner: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington . DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 
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The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration ("NHTSA") investigated vehicles manufactured by Ford Motor Company 
to the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, Theft 
Protection and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571.114. Testing took place at Koons 
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E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Steven M. Kenner 
Global Director 
Automotive Safety Office 
Ford Motor Company 
330 Town Center Drive, Suite 400 
Dearborn, MI 48126 

Re: Model Year 2013 and 20 14 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear Mr. Kenner: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington , DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 

NVS-221AFi 
OA-114-140115A 

The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration ("NHTSA") investigated vehicles manufactured by Ford Motor Company 
to the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, Theft 
Protection and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571.114. Testing took place at Koons 
of Silver Spring, in Kilver Spring, Maryland on August 28, 2013. 

MY Make Model 
2013 Ford Explorer 
2013 Ford Fusion 
2013 Ford Taurus 
2013 Lincoln MKX 
2013 Lincoln MKZ 
2014 Ford Escape 
2014 Ford Flex 

OVSC performed tests using scenarios developed according to how we believed 
consumers could use vehicles equipped with KCCDs, focusing on Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 49 
CFR § 571.114. Since these systems operate differently depending on the manufacturer and, in 
some cases, the model, we ask that you review the results we obtained. In answering the items 
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below, include any differences noted should your company conduct similar tests and the possible 
reasons for those differences. 

Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following defInitions apply to the information 
request set forth below: 

• Manufacturer: "Ford" "you", or "your" means Ford Motor Company including all of its 
divisions, subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises, including with respect to any of the 
foregoing within or outside of the United States, any parent corporation, any subsidiary 
or affiliate, or any subsidiary or affiliate of any parent corporation, and all of their 
headquarters, regional, zone and other offices and their employees, and all agents, 
contractors, consultants, attorneys and law firms and other persons engaged directly or 
indirectly (e.g., employee of a consultant) by or under the control of Ford Motor 
Company. 

• Document(s): "Document(s)" is used in the broadest sense of the word and shall mean 
all original written, printed, typed, recorded, or graphic matter whatsoever, however 
produced or reproduced, of every kind, nature, and description, and all non-identical 
copies of both sides thereof, including, but not limited to, papers, letters, memoranda, 
correspondence, communications, electronic mail (e-mail) messages (existing in hard 
copy and/or in electronic storage), faxes, telegrams, cables, telex messages, notes, 
annotations, working papers, drafts, minutes, records, audio and video recordings, data, 
databases, other information bases, summaries, charts, tables, graphics, other vispal 
displays, photographs, statements, interviews, opinions, reports, newspaper articles, 
studies, analyses, evaluations, interpretations, contracts, agreements, jottings, agendas, 
bulletins, notices, announcements, instructions, blueprints, drawings, as-builts, changes, 
manuals, publications, work schedules, journals, statistical data, desk, portable and 
computer calendars, appointment books, diaries, travel reports, lists, tabulations, 
computer printouts, data processing program libraries, data processing inputs and outputs, 
microfIlms, microfIches, statements for services, resolutions, financial statements, 
governmental records, business records, personnel records, work orders, pleadings, 
discovery in any form, affidavits, motions, responses to discovery, all transcripts, 
administrative fIndings and all mechanical, magnetic, photographic and electronic 
records or recordings of any kind, including any storage media associated with 
computers, including, but not limited to, information on hard drives, CD-ROMs, compact 
disks, floppy disks, backup tapes, and zip drives, electronic communications, including 
but not limited to, the Internet and shall include any drafts or revisions pertaining to any 
of the foregoing, all other things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated by 
you, any other data compilations from which information can be obtained, translated if 
necessary, into a usable form and any other documents. For purposes of this request, any 
document that contains any note, comment, addition, deletion, insertion, annotation, or 
otherwise comprises a non-identical copy of another document shall be treated as a 
separate document subject to production. In all cases where original and any non
identical copies are not available, "document(s)" also means any identical copies of the 
original and all non-identical copies thereof. Any document, record, graph, chart, film or 
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photograph originally produced in color must be provided in color. The term "document" 
includes all documents described above whether verified by the manufacturer or not. 

• Consumer Complaint: A "consumer complaint" is defined as a communication of any 
kind made by a consumer (or other person) to or with a manufacturer addressed to the 
company, an officer thereof, or an entity thereof that handles consumer matters, a 
manufacturer website that receives consumer complaints, a manufacturer electronic mail 
system that receives such information at the corporate level, or that are otherwise 
received by a unit within the manufacturer that receives consumer inquiries or 
complaints, including telephonic complaints, expressing dissatisfaction with a product, or 
relating the unsatisfactory performance of a product, or any actual or potential defect in a 
product, or any even that allegedly was caused by any actual or potential defect in a 
product. 

• Effective Range: "Effective Range" means the maximum distance the Key Code 
Carrying Device can be from the Subject Vehicle where the vehicle is able to recognize 
the electronic key code associated with that particular vehicle. 

• Electronic Code: "Electronic Code" shall have the meaning used in the defmition of 
"key" in 49 CFR § 571.114, S.4. 

• Key: "Key" means the electronic code which, when inserted into the starting system by 
electronic means, enables the vehicle operator to activate the engine or,motor [See 49 
CFR § 571.114, S.4]. 

• Key Code Carrying Device (KCCD): "Key Code Carrying Device" means the physical 
device which is capable of electronically transmitting the key to the vehicle starting 
system without physical connection, other than its presence in the vehicle, between the 
device and the vehicle (i.e. the key fob). 

• Starting System: "Starting System" means the vehicle system used in conjunction with 
the key code and the engine/motor start control to activate the engine, motor, or other 
system which provides propulsion to the motor vehicle. 

• Subject Vehicles: "Subject Vehicles" means the vehicles listed after the first paragraph 
of this letter. 

• "Starting the vehicle's motor" means the driver uses the motor start control to turn on 
power is "on" to the motor, resulting in input to the vehicle's wheels and vehicle 
movement as a result of the driver applying the accelerator pedal. 

• "Stopping the vehicle's engine or motor" means the driver uses the engine/motor stop 
control to turn off power to the engine or motor and no input to the vehicle's wheels or 
vehicle movement will result from the driver application of the accelerator pedal. 

• The term "you" or "your" refers to Ford. 
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• The singular includes the plural; the plural includes the singular. The masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neutral genders; and the neutral gender includes the masculine 
and feminine genders. "And" as well as "or" shall be construed either disjunctively or 
conjunctively, to bring within the scope of this information request all responses that 
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. "Each" shall be construed to include 
"every" and "every" shall be construed to include "each". "Any" shall be construed to 
include "all" and "all" shall be construed 0 include "any". The use of a verb in any tense 
shall be construed as the use of the verb in a past or present tense, whenever necessary to 
bring within the scope of the document request all responses which might otherwise be 
construed to be outside its scope. 

• The term "relate to" or "relating to" means constituting, comprising, containing, setting 
forth, showing, disclosing, describing, explaining, summarizing, concerning, or referring 
to, directly or indirectly. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of" a natural person means to state hislher full name, 
title, office, present work address and telephone number, and the name, address and 
telephone number ofhislher present or last known employer, if any. once an individual 
has been so identified, he or she may thereafter be identified by name alone so long as 
reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete identity is given. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of" a person other than a natural person means to state 
its full name and the present or last known address and telephone munber of its 
headquarters. Once such a ''person'' has been so identified, it may thereafter be identified 
by name alone so long as reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete 
identity is given. 

• Other Terms: To the extent that they are used in these information requests, the terms 
"claim," "consumer complaint," "dealer field report," "field report," "make," "model," 
"model year," "notice," "property damage," "property damage claim," ''type,'' 
"warranty," ''warranty adjustment," and "warranty claim," whether used in singular or 
plural form, have the same meaning as found in 49 CFR 579.4. 

Please respond to the following requests. Please repeat the applicable request verbatim above 
each response. Identify the source of the information and indicate the last date the information 
was fathered. Answer each question for each of the Subject Vehicles as well as any other MY 
2013-2014 vehicles identified by Ford that have keyless ignition systems comparable to those in 
any of the Subject Vehicles. If any vehicles share the same starting system, they may be grouped 
together when responding. When grouping vehicles for responses please list all vehicles(by 
model year, make, and model) that each response is for. 

1. For each of the subject vehicles, state the date when a starting system that allows the use 
of an electronic key fob (Key Code Carrying Device) was first introduced in production 
and state the number of vehicles manufactured by or for your company with that starting 
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system for sale in the u.s. from that date through the date of your response to this letter, 
broken down by model year. 

2. Separately, for each of the Subject Vehicles, explain the operation of the starting system. 
Include in your response, the location and operation of the key code carrying device and 
the engine/motor start/stop device. 

3. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is started. Include in your 
response where the electronic key code is sent (i.e. immobilizer or engine control unit 
("ECU")), the path the electronic key code takes to enable the driver to start the 
engine/motor (include a diagram showing the components and how they "connect" to each 
other), at what point the electronic key code is considered inserted into the starting system, 
and what conditions need to remain for the electronic key code to remain inserted. 

a. If the driver remained present in the vehicle, but the KCCD is removed from the 
vehicle after the vehicle's engine/motor is stopped, can the engine/motor be 
restarted using the original electronic key code described in item 3 above? If your 
response is yes, for what period of time, and/or for what number of attempts is 
this possible? 

4. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is stopped or turned off. 
Include in your response, how hard and long the driver must press the start/stop button, to 
which device the code or other electrical signal is sent (i.e., immobilizer or engine control 
unit ("ECU")), and which devices are turned off or deactivated by the ECU (i.e., starter, 
fuel pump, fuel injection system, etc.). Specify when exactly those devices are turned off 
or deactivated (Le. after the engine/motor stop control is pressed to turn off the 
engine/motor, after the driver's door is opened, etc.) 

a. Describe any operating conditions during which the driver cannot stop or turn off 
the engine/motor by using the stop control. These conditions may include, for 
example, the vehicle's transmission is not in "park" or the vehicle's speed is 
almost zero mph (or less than a certain speed). 

5. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, describe how the starting system operates in 
the following scenarios referencing the descriptions provided in your response to item I . 
In each scenario, indicate when the electronic key code is first present in the Subject 
Vehicles, when it is recognized by the Subject Vehicles. In each scenario, describe when 
it is deactivated (engine/motor can no longer be started), and when it is purged from the 
Subj ect Vehicles, including the number of seconds it remains activated, if at all, after the 
driver turns the starting system off. In addition, in each scenario below, identify all 
audible and/or visual alerts made by the Subject Vehicles, specifically stating at what 
point each alert is made, what event triggered each alert, what event or factor each alert is 
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intended to warn the driver of, and the length/duration (audible) or location/wording 
(visual) of each alert: 

a) The driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on while the transmission 
control is in the "park" position. The Subject Vehicle's ignition is turned off. The 
driver exits the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person and 
moves outside of the effective range. 

b) The driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on and places the 
transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle is then turned off. The driver exits 
the Subject Vehicle leaving the key code carrying device in the Subject Vehicle. 

c) The driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on and places the 
transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle's engine/motor is then turned off 
with the transmission still in "drive". One minute elapses, after which the driver 
opens the driver's door and exits the Subject Vehicle, taking the key code 
carrying device with him outside of the effective range. 

Provide responses for the following questions if they have not been previously answered. If 
the question has been previously answered, identify specifically, by question number and by 
line, where the response was previously provided: 

6. Describe the circumstances under which the electronic code is purged or removed from 
the Subject Vehicles and/or is no longer recognized by the vehicle. Include in your 
response, where the key code carrying device must be located in terms of distance from 
the vehicle and how much time must have elapsed after the vehicle's engine/motor is 
turned off in order for the electronic key code to be purged or removed from the Subject 
Vehicles' memory. 

7. What is the maximum effective range of the key code carrying device allowed for the 
electronic key code to be recognized by the Subject Vehicles? Explain the Subject 
Vehicles' response to the electronic code when they key code carrying device is moved 
beyond the maximum effective range. 

8. Produce a copy ofFord' s complete test procedure and test report concerning FMVSS No. 
114 applicable to the Subject Vehicles. Produce all results ofFord's testing of the Subject 
Vehicles related to FMVSS No. 114 as well as copies ofFord's internal sign offsheet(s) 
indicating compliance with FMVSS No. 114. Produce a copy ofFord's complete test 
procedure concerning FMVSS No. 114 for the Subject Vehicles as it was provided to the 
manufacturer of the Subject Vehicles' starting system. 
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9. Separately for each of the Subj ect Vehicles, state the number of each of the following 
received by or of which Ford is otherwise aware, which relate to or may relate to the 
starting system in the Subject Vehicles: 

a) Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators; 

b) Field reports, including, but not limited to field technical reports and dealer 
field reports; 

c) Reports involving a crash, injury, or fatality; 

d) Property damage claims; 

e) Warrantee claims; 

f) Third-party arbitration proceedings where Ford is or was a party to the 
arbitration; 

g) Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which Ford is or was defendant or 
codefendant; and, 

h) Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs) provided to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.) and received or otherwise obtained by 
Ford. 

If Ford cannot respond to any specific request or subpart(s) thereof, please state the reason why it 
is unable to do so. If on the basis of attorney-client, attorney work product, or other privilege, 
Ford does not submit one or more requested documents or items of information in response to 
this information request, Ford must provide a privilege log identifying each document or item 
withheld, and stating the date, subject or title, the name and position of the person(s) from, and 
the person(s) to whom it was sent, and the name and position of any other recipient (to include 
all carbon copies or blind carbon copies), the nature of that information or material, and the basis 
for the claim of privilege and why that privilege applies. 

The information requests set forth above are sent to Ford pursuant to 49 U.S.c. § 30166, which 
authorizes NHTSA to conduct any investigation that may be necessary to enforce Chapter 301 of 
Title 49 and to require a manufacturer to make reports to NHTSA. It constitutes a new request 
for a report. A timely and complete response by Ford is required. Ford's failure to respond 
promptly and fully to such a request could subject Ford to civil penalties pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 
§ 30165 or lead to an action for injunctive relief pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30163. Under 49 
U.S.C. § 30165{a){3), any person who violates 49 U. S. C. § 30166 is liable for penalties up to 
and including $7,000 per day for failure to provide requested information. The maximum for a 
related series of violations is currently $17,350,000.49 C.F.R.§ 578.6(a){3). Other remedies and 
sanctions are available as well. 
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Additionally, we are requesting information to improve our understanding of the design 
standards and safety strategies that your company has in place to address the potential safety 
risks that may be present with push button start/stop vehicles. Your response to the following 
questions is optional: 

10. What safety information does Ford request its dealership personnel to provide to 
customers purchasing a new or used vehicle with push button start/stop? 

11. What safety information does Ford directly provide to a customer purchasing a new or 
used vehicle with push button start/stop, and through what means (i.e., owner's manual) is this 
information provided or communicated? 

The address for mail or express delivery is: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance (NVS-221), Room W43-49<D, 1200 New Jersey Avenue 
SE, Washington, DC 20590. All business confidential information must be submitted 
directly to the Office of Chief Counsel as described in the following paragraph and should 
not be sent to this office. In addition, do not submit any business confidential information in 
the body of the letter submitted to this office. Please refer to OA-II4-140I15A in Ford's 
response to this letter and in any confidentiality request submitted to the Office of Chief 
Counsel. Ford's response to this IR is due no later than 30 calendar days from the date indicated 
on this letter. If Ford finds that it is unable to provide all of the information requested within the 
time allotted, Ford must request an extension from Amina Fisher of my staff at (202) 366-5307 
no later than five (5) business days before the response due date. If Ford is unable to provide all 
of the information requested by the original deadline, it must submit a partial response by the 
original deadline with whatever information Ford then has available, even if an extension has 
been granted. 

If you have any technical questions concerning this matter, please call Amina Fisher of my staff 
at (202) 366-5307. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Thompson 
Chief, Crash A voidance Division 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance 

Enclosure - Data Sheets from field inspections 
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FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR 

. VEHICLE MAKE ---!.re-=u::.:.;ol.=-___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL ...::Pr"'--L-'-"o'-t.;;..t.r ___________ _ 

VIN IFM5JC1F'ttlDC. .. "''It.ttl 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 12(' YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

PfPlf;..w~ ~ fob 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe ~NO 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radiO on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~6 alB 
Duration: 3Sc.c. 

dB level: 
Duration: 

IJOA.)E 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: c.J IA6t:t.f' 

Wording: 6}z;ft. It. I/Af"X 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
D Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off [2( No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level : Location: C/~f 

Duration: 
Exterior ,",0.01:. Wording: 61t;ft. +tJ ? 4VL 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ 2.0_J_~_"'Fc_ol'_Dl._-"f_X..:....P_'O_-rc.r __________ _ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level : l45 olS 
Duration: Collti~~ 

dB level : 
Duration: 

OOA.>E 

AUDIBLE1 

Location: c.lc.(.6hf 

Wording: 5ki{-+, It> PC>f): 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. (s the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent fa~ure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required (Z 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to hove locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park -0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Pork 0 

NOTES 

---------_ .. . ----- -- _._------------ ---- ---

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 
Vehicle 2.oJ~ Fo~ '£lfPlo,.u 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind . Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDlBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: SlP o(e, Location: c;./~ 

Duration: I Sc.c. 

Exterior 
dB level: 

Wording: 100 ~ VL-ofiutUl{ 
Duration: 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ t_O_/~ __ h_"_ .. ol __ F._K....:51=-·_01L __________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR 
VEHICLE MAKE _Fc!....~~ __ =-________ _ 
VEHICLE MODEL ~O~ "£tu~ei-
VIN 3F/tr,POSOOD Jt2'lC#71"f 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 0'" YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

pY"xi""'~ ~ fob 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe [2f'No 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBLE! VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: ~J dB Location: c.l1A.~c.(' 

Duration: 2. 5u. 

Exterior Wording: --r:. ""7) 
I'"tJUII6>M ;SSitrn ~:" r""JC. 

dB level: 
A.>OA.)E 

Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? .-/ 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off L.::::J No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to l'Jeutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle ~ 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLEl 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior A>OO~ Wording: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

o 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



- - PG 2 of 3 
Vehicle __ 2_0_6 __ k_o_~ __ h_~_'0"tl ___________ _ 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: (,/ "'13 
Duration: CDMi""'O""~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 

Location: c/w.n.t" 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

VISUAL 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

NOTES 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to P~rk 0 
--- - _ ._ .- .-.. -._---

JC~ ':5 Mt" t'e,ntDvu( p-Dm ~ bkdti"!!:) S8~h.l'H.. 
~+n tW. .,....NI~ .. "'M is Sh;~ oft> P 

(CWI c:Uw"'j,So be.. f'e.&fwtd Wlnl ~) 

-_.. -_ .. __ ... _---

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 

! 
I 



Vehicle __ t_C_l~ __ r;,_o_~ __ "F_u_~_;CIrI ___________ ~ 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: (,1 «5 Location: c./uf>t(.t' 

Duration: Cortfil'lc.c~ tlJlfjl W:Pf 
Exterior DP(TIu{ ~)\ ei~ Wording: VOor ti~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: ~I G(e:, location: cl,,~tu"' 
Duration: ~rttilll~ ~·I oleo ... 

Exterior OP(TItd. f\W\ c:-IDSc.oL Wording: A)o 'i." .. u Velune4 
dB level: 1l:f "I!> '-:J 
Duration: 2 5U 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ Z_O_'~ __ ~_o_r_ci_~_c:t._u_r_u_~ __________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR ----'~;..../)_J_~ _________ _ 

VEHiClE MAKE _F;_o_r...:...ol"--___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL 1""A.UfC($ ------------------
VIN IF..4-I+PtF81 DC,t()!,s!>'1 C:ZD,~~oti) 

Automatic transmission (confirm) [2J YES D NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

ero1<; mi' ~ )C~ fr,1t1 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0 YES, describe Ei NO 
~ a.u.fo ,sAif+ tf) fWlC fC4tkr~ oluer;buJl 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 2 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait "'30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~ 7- SO ct@> 

Duration: ~.,..r;nIA.O~ 

dB level: 
I<J(>A>E 

Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 

Location: c:lu~ 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 

VISUAL 

o Reduced volume [2("Radio turns off D No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to stiIJ be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to stiff be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE
1 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

ND~e Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ 2_0_J!I __ 'F_o_"Dl __ r;_t(._"_,,c.(_~ __________ _ 
PG 2 of 2 

6.1 
... #oJ1 f"tIC.~mi56;'m 170t I·~ ParI: 

Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLe VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: "'7~ So oIB Location: e/c.te.t"C-t' 

Duration: c.onti I'I«O«S ~ .1"$ 

Exterior W'lfiJ c/JiyU' ~ Wording: 5n;~ 1» 'PAr" 
dB level: W"en;oJe.. {T 

Duration: 
Io)OA)E 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required [2(' 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake light) 

NOTES 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have outoshifted to Park 0 

SDU't1t. '""I chim& wt..rof for dQO r A)tV 

o..s to, w1-7a:t .sums to b(. 5n;fl

no 1'IVIc a.Jcrl" 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 
model, and size 



Vehicle lOI~ L;rI<,OJ" /AI',c 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE os Zt& I,!:> 

VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _2~~ _________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE _;:..L'-....;.·"""'~o~/.::..:" ___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL _M_IC._>< ___________ _ 

VIN 2I.Mt).)'8.)~qOe:,L2{gI.,O 

Automatic transmission (confirm) i2:f YES 

Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prt>}(im't:J ~ {of} 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe 0'No 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 

4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 
alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: 1./6 ciS 
Duration: ~ J Sc.c. 

dB level : 
J..)OA)~ 

Duration: 

AUDIBLE! VISUAL 

Location: clk~ 

Wording: Slt;~ 10 ?CV~ 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off 0"'No change to radiO volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated . 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE1 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Wording : 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 3 
Vehicle 2oJ'~ /-if/col" MAQ( 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

dB level: 'f-r5 DlB 
Duration: uW\.tin.,.o~ 

Exterior 
dB level: 

t-)OJo.). 

Duration: 

AUDIBLEl 

Location: cJl4&tcr 

Wording: 6 .... ft- n ?~,It 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

VISUAL 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required [2( 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto Shifted to Pork 0 
--- ----.-.. ----... _-------_. _-- _ . ----.---.----

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 
Vehicle ZOI~ Li'llcoJn JJ../C:I. 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLe VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: c.1 £4eW 
Duration: 

Exterior Wording: 
dB level: 

~OVE 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

act ivated 

Interior 
dB-level : 
Duration; 

Exterior 
dB level : 72. ct5 

AUDlBLE1 

Duration: Z non') bups 

VISUAL 

Location : C./1A.6ty,r 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle 20/~ LiJ')(.OJn ...t.u~.z. 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR --=2:..;..O--,/~=--________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE ---=L=.:.i.:..:."co=J,,"~ ___________ _ 
VEHICLE MODEL _M_~_Z ___________ _ 

VIN $l.t.lC#L. 'ZG.r: 8D21511l#~ 

Automatic transmission (confirm) [2( YES 0 NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prO)(; rn'"<"!:l k~"1 {ah 

PG 1 of 3 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0" YES, describe 0 NO 0 UNSURE 
~)oj£ll -h it/Iil-ion ;6 ~~eot t1{f ~ -Mu. ITOUIa»Uss:oI'I au.~~·CQ/'!1 ~/ec.~ '8u.. 

'?ClrC posi.+iO"IL 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait "'30 sec {some vehicles have emergency restart feature} Describe any 

alerts activated 

VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level : (#8' 018 Location: L/v.btt.r 
Duration: 

Exterior 
dB level: 
Duration: 

Wording: -r;~i$SJ'cm 1'1Ot";" "PAr" 
?~+o..rf: MW l>r ~ :6 "'~ 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off 0 No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBle 

dB leve!: (,} ~ X; Location: c./~ 
Duration: ~ J su:. 

Wording: A.)o ~ V~tu.t-tol. 
dB level : 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 3 
Vehicle ZOI~ l-iYlcol" MI''Z. 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLE 1 
VISUAL 

Interior 

dB level : C,l t1l!, Location : c/A!>nr 
Duration: 

Exterior 
dB level : 

Wording: A)o K~ ~ 

Duration : 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle . Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park [2(' 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake light) 

NOTES 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park Er 

A.ftu fl.u .' IrtlUl6wII's6ic>n IUif Nt.. ~"J:" ....,,~6~~ Appc.D.T~ 

~ yU1.:e/,~ fr~"".i6Sio¥l ew.fb~4:JI.!:J .5nifru>l IT> Yco. .. ~ 

1. _______ _ ~ ._. ____ .~ ______ ~ __ _ --_ ...... __ .... _._ ... _ . ... -'. ' ...... .. ... . ... . --.. . 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard ; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 
Vehicle 2c>1~ Lir)C()I~ M.~'Z 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out df Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior Wording: E~f\A. is oW'\. 

dB level : 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: 
~/..)E 

Duration: 

dB level: 'SO ",B 
Duration: .5:su. 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: cI~e.t' 

Wording: E ~;nL ;. ~n. 

).)0 ~ ah.c.'hot 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ t.o_J_:; __ h_II_f'.l. __ f_6~""",~~ ________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE _,,_"!_2._'a_.-:f.!:,'--:-_________ _ 
201'5 VEHICLE MODEL YEAR 

VEHICLE MAKE --...-:h'-=o:.;.:ftIl:.:.-. ___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL --=-c-=-~....:..L.::..._ _________ _ 
VIN JFMCVOH"It)"ce~~'9 

Automatic transmission {confirm} (2( YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

p"O]l.iMi~ ~..p,b 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe 0' NO 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature} Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level; 500(& 
Duration: ~M.C. 

dB level: 
Duration: 

J.,)OOE 

AUDIBlE l VISUAL 

Location: ~/~tL" 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off @NO change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to stifJ be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to stiff be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level: Location : c.Jus.~Lr 

VISUAL 

Duration : 
Exterior K)oJ.)c Wording: -7,.w'S'MiS5iD(I. tIM ;1\. ?Ar~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ ~_()_,~ __ h_()_,.o{ __ E_~_c:a...;...pL _________ _ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again . 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBlE l 
VISUAL 

Interior 
dB level : 50 olE> Location: e;.1~Stu 

o urat 10 n: cc:»t.titl &/I.Ou'!> 

Exterior Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to rolf? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appe.ar to have shIfted to park 
as required rzr . 
NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO· PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 
.. ' . - - -_._ - ----_ ... _._-._---_ ... . _.---- - - ._-_ ... __ . .... ... -_ .. -

NOTES 

I 

I L-.. __ . .. ... . _ . _ ... .. _ ... ... .... __ ~ _ _ _ _____ __ _ - --_ ...... _--_ .. . .. ------

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle ___ t.o_,_~_"Pc_o_~_"£_5_~~ ________ _ 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior ",outS Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle oft then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

(61 of~ ~~ ona. dB level: Location: c:-J~ d/,"-f'C.r «00' 
Duration: I 6(.c 0 pU11d.. -ftU.I\ 

Exterior cloNo( Wording: 'F"",.ot ~~r"" J4~ "-* 
dB level: ~~ 0(6 II\. ~k.CJ' 
Duration: 2:iCt. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



ZOI,-1 hor-J -r"::,." Vehicle ___ "1 ___ O\. __ n_-____________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Ro"away Prevention 

TEST DATE O~ ee I!J 

VEHICLE MODEL YEAR ---=Zb::..:...:..../~~ ________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE ---'-~....::o.:...:,Dt~ ___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL _r:_,tJe ___________ _ 
VI N 2.J:'~,Hf /(~O"'I E'e, 007&1'0 

Automatic transmission (confirm) if YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prDl<i mil\:) ~ f.b 

Is there an installed ro!\away prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe e1NO 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehiCle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: (#0 df:l 
Duration: ~SL.e 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: '-1cA.Sfv 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off r:(NO change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated . 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE1 

dB leve\: Location: cJt4!>tv 
Duration: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ ~_()_J_4_h_o_rcl __ "F._IQI. __________ _ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait -30 sec again. 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLE
1 

VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior 
dB level: 7t1 0(& 

Duration: 2 fu. 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required [3" 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park D 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 
r---····· .. ".----.... ... --- .. ---.----.... -.. 
. NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle ___ f_O/_'1:...-_h_o_Rll __ "'F_I_"" ____ - ____ _ 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: 5"$ ot~ 
Duration: Z St.c. 

dB level : 
,,",oJ.>c 

Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 

AUDIBlE 1 VISUAL 

Location: 

Wording: 

13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDIBle VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: 5'5 o{e, Location: ~""$#'" 
Duration: Z :io«. 

Exterior 
dB level: 7't Df& 

Wording: AJo ~ Ut.Au:ra:{ 

Duration: Z. Stc. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



U,S, Department 
of Transportation 
National Highway 
Traffic Safety 
Administration 

E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Carmen Benavides 
Director 
Product Investigations and Safety Regulations 
General Motors LLC 
Mail Code 480-21O-2Vl 
30001 Van Dyke 
VVrurren, MI 48090-9020 

Re: Model Year 2013 and 2014 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear M. Benavides: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington, DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 

NVS-221AFi 
OA-114-140115B 

The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration ("NHTSA") investigated vehicles manufactured by General Motors to the 
requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, Theft Protection 
and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571.114. Testing took place at Fitz Auto Mall, in 
Rockville, Maryland on September 5, 2013. 

MY Make Model 
2013 Buick Lacrosse 
2013 Buick Verano 
2013 Cadillac SRX 
2014 Buick Regal 
2014 Cadillac XTS 

OVSC performed tests using scenarios developed according to how we believed 
consumers could use vehicles equipped with KCCDs, focusing on Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 49 
CFR § 571.114. Since these systems operate differently depending on the manufacturer and, in 
some cases, the model, we ask that you review the results we obtained. In answering the items 
below, include any differences noted should your company conduct similar tests and the possible 
reasons for those differences. 

***** NHTSA 
www.nht~a.go' 



Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following definitions apply to the information 
request set forth below: 

• Manufacturer: "General Motors" "you", or "your" means General Motors including all 
of its divisions, subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises, including with respect to any of the 
foregoing within or outside of the United States, any parent corporation, any subsidiary 
or affiliate, or any subsidiary or affiliate of any parent corporation, and all of their 
headquarters, regional, zone and other offices and their employees, and all agents, 
contractors, consultants, attorneys and law firms and other persons engaged directly or 
indirectly (e.g., employee of a consultant) by or under the control of General Motors. 

• Document(s): "Document(s)" is used in the broadest sense of the word and shall mean 
all original written, printed, typed, recorded, or graphic matter whatsoever, however 
produced or reproduced, of every kind, nature, and description, and all non-identical 
copies of both sides thereof, including, but not limited to, papers, letters, memoranda, 
correspondence, communications, electronic mail (e-mail) messages (existing in hard 
copy and/or in electronic storage), faxes, telegrams, cables, telex messages, notes, 
annotations, working papers, drafts, minutes, records, audio and video recordings, data, 
databases, other information bases, summaries, charts, tables, graphics, other visual 
displays, photographs, statements, interviews, opinions, reports, newspaper articles, 
studies,analyses, evaluations, interpretations, contracts, agreements, jottings, agendas, 
bulletins, notices, announcements, instructions, blueprints, drawings, as-builts, changes, 
manuals, publications, work schedules, journals, statistical data, desk, portable and 
computer calendars, appointment books, diaries, travel reports, lists, tabulations, 
computer printouts, data processing program libraries, data processing inputs and outputs, 
microfilms, microfiches, statements for services, resolutions, financial statements, 
governmental records, business records, personnel records, work orders, pleadings, 
discovery in any form, affidavits, motions, responses to discovery, all transcripts, 
administrative findings and all mechanical, magnetic, photographic and electronic 
records or recordings of any kind, including any storage media associated with 
computers, including, but not limited to, information on hard drives, CD-ROMs, compact 
disks, floppy disks, backup tapes, and zip drives, electronic communications, including 
but not limited to, the Internet and shall include any drafts or revisions pertaining to any 
of the foregoing, all other things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated by 
you, any other data compilations from which information can be obtained, translated if 
necessary, into a usable form and any other documents. For purposes of this request, any 
document that contains any note, comment, addition, deletion, insertion, annotation, or 
otherwise comprises a non-identical copy of another document shall be treated as a 
separate document subject to production. In all cases where original and any non
identical copies are not available, "document(s)" also means any identical copies ofthe 
original and all non-identical copies thereof. Any document, record, graph, chart, film or 
photograph originally produced in color must be provided in color. The term "document" 
includes all documents described above whether verified by the manufacturer or not. 

• Consumer Complaint: A "consumer complaint" is defmed as a communication of any 
kind made by a consumer (or other person) to or with a manufacturer addressed to the 

2 



company, an officer thereof, or an entity thereof that handles consumer matters, a 
manufacturer website that receives consumer complaints, a manufacturer electronic mail 
system that receives such information at the corporate level, or that are otherwise 
received by a unit within the manufacturer that receives consumer inquiries or 
complaints, including telephonic complaints, expressing dissatisfaction with a product, or 
relating the unsatisfactory performance of a product, or any actual or potential defect in a 
product, or any even that allegedly was caused by any actual or potential defect in a 
product. 

• Effective Range: "Effective Range" means the maximum distance the Key Code 
Carrying Device can be from the Subject Vehicle where the vehicle is able to recognize 
the electronic key code associated with that particular vehicle. 

• Electronic Code: "Electronic Code" shall have the meaning used in the definition of 
"key" in 49 CFR § 571.114, S.4. 

• Key: "Key" means the electronic code which, when inserted into the starting system by 
electronic means, enables the vehicle operator to activate the engine or motor [See 49 
CFR § 571.114, S.4]. 

• Key Code Carrying Device (KCCD): "Key Code Carrying Device" means the physical 
device which is capable of electronically transmitting the key to the vehicle starting 
system without physical connection, other than its presence in the vehicle, between the 
device and the vehicle (i.e. the key fob). 

• Starting System: "Starting System" means the vehicle system used in conjunction with 
the key code and the engine/motor start control to activate the engine, motor, or other 
system which provides propulsion to the motor vehicle. 

• Subject Vehicles: "Subject Vehicles" means the vehicles listed after the first paragraph 
of this letter. 

• "Starting the vehicle's motor" means the driver uses the motor start control to turn on 
power is "on" to the motor, resulting in input to the vehicle's wheels and vehicle 
movement as a result of the driver applying the accelerator pedal. 

• "Stopping the vehicle's engine or motor" means the driver uses the engine/motor stop 
control to turn off power to the engine or motor and no input to the vehicle's wheels or 
vehicle movement will result from the driver application of the accelerator pedal. 

• The term "you" or "your" refers to General Motors. 

• The singular includes the plural; the plural includes the singular. The masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neutral genders; and the neutral gender includes the masculine 
and feminine genders. "And" as well as "or" shall be construed either disjunctively or 

3 



conjunctively, to bring within the scope of this information request all responses that 
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. "Each" shall be construed to include 
"every" and "every" shall be construed to include "each". "Any" shall be construed to 
include "all" and "all" shall be construed 0 include "any". The use of a verb in any tense 
shall be construed as the use of the verb in a past or present tense, whenever necessary to 
bring within the scope of the document request all responses which might otherwise be 
construed to be outside its scope. 

• The term "relate to" or "relating to" means constituting, comprising, containing, setting 
forth, showing, disclosing, describing, explaining, summarizing, concerning, or referring 
to, directly or indirectly. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a natural person means to state hislber full name, 
title, office, present work address and telephone number, and the name, address and 
telephone number ofhislher present or last known employer, if any. once an individual 
has been so identified, he or she may thereafter be identified by name alone so long as 
reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete identity is given. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a person other than a natural person means to state 
its full name and the present or last known address and telephone number of its 
headquarters. Once such a "person" has been so identified, it may thereafter be identified 
by name alone so long as reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete 
identity is given. 

• Other Terms: To the extent that they are used in these information requests, the terms 
"claim," "consumer complaint," "dealer field report," "field report," "make," "model," 
"model year," "notice," "property damage," "property damage claim," "type," 
"warranty," "warranty adjustment," and "warranty claim," whether used in singular or 
plural form, have the same meaning as found in 49 CFR 579.4. 

Please respond to the following requests. Please repeat the applicable request verbatim above 
each response. Identify the source of the information and indicate the last date the information 
was fathered. Answer each question for each of the Subject Vehicles as well as any other MY 
2013-2014 vehicles identified by General Motors that have keyless ignition systems comparable 
to those in any of the Subject Vehicles. If any vehicles share the same starting system, they may 
be grouped together when responding. When grouping vehicles for responses please list all 
vehic1es(by model year, make, and model) that each response is for. 

1. For each of the subject vehicles, state the date when a starting system that allows the use 
of an electronic key fob (Key Code Carrying Device) was first introduced in production 
and state the number of vehicles manufactured by or for your company with that starting 
system for sale in the U.S. from that date through the date of your response to this letter, 
broken down by model year. 
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2. Separately, for each of the Subject Vehicles, explain the operation of the starting system. 
Include in your response, the location and operation of the key code carrying device and 
the engine/motor start/stop device. 

3. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is started. Include in your 
response where the electronic key code is sent (i.e. immobilizer or engine control unit 
("ECU")), the path the electronic key code takes to enable the driver to start the 
engine/motor (include a diagram showing the components and how they "connect" to each 
other), at what point the electronic key code is considered inserted into the starting system, 
and what conditions need to remain for the electronic key code to remain inserted. 

a. If the driver remained present in the vehicle, but the KCCD is removed from the 
vehicle after the vehicle's engine/motor is stopped, can the engine/motor be 
restarted using the original electronic key code described in item 3 above? If your 
response is yes, for what period oftime, andlor for what number of attempts is 
this possible? 

4. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is stopped or turned off. 
Include in your response, how hard and long the driver must press the start/stop button, to 
which device the code or other electrical signal is sent (i.e., immobilizer or engine control 
unit ("ECU")), and which devices are turned off or deactivated by the ECU (i.e., starter, 
fuel pump, fuel injection system, etc.). Specify when exactly those devices are turned off 
or deactivated (i.e. after the engine/motor stop control is pressed to turn off the 
engine/motor, after the driver's door is opened, etc.) 

a. Describe any operating conditions during which the driver cannot stop or turn off 
the engine/motor by using the stop control. These conditions may include, for 
example, the vehicle's transmission is not in "park" or the vehicle's speed is 
almost zero mph (or less than a certain speed). 

5. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, describe how the starting system operates in 
the following scenarios referencing the descriptions provided in your response to item 1 . 
In each scenario, indicate when the electronic key code is first present in the Subject 
Vehicles, when it is recognized by the Subject Vehicles. In each scenario, describe when 
it is deactivated (engine/motor can no longer be started), and when it is purged from the 
Subject Vehicles, including the number of seconds it remains activated, if at all, after the 
driver turns the starting system off. In addition, in each scenario below, identify all 
audible and visual alerts made by the Subject Vehicles, specifically stating at what point 
each alert is made, what event triggered each alert, what event or factor each alert is 
intended to warn the driver of, and the length/duration (audible) or location/wording 
(visual) of each alert: 
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a) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion . 
system on/off control) while the transmission control is in the "park" position. 
The Subject Vehicle's ignition is turned off (activates the propulsion on/off 
control). The driver exits the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his 
person and moves outside of the effective range. 

b) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle 
is then turned off (activates the propulsion on/off control). The driver exits the 
Subject Vehicle leaving the key code carrying device in the Subject Vehicle. 

c) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject 
Vehicle's engine/motor is then turned off (activates the propulsion system on/off 
control) with the transmission still in "drive". One minute elapses, after which 
the driver opens the driver's door and ·exits the Subject Vehicle, taking the key 
code carrying device with him outside of the effective range. 

Provide responses for the following questions if they have not been previously answered. If 
the question has been previously answered, identify specifically, by question number and by 
line, where the response was previously provided: 

6. Describe the circumstances under which the electronic code is purged or removed from 
the Subject Vehicles and/or is no longer recognized by the vehicle. Include in your . 
response, where the key code carrying device must be located in terms of distance from 
the vehicle and how much time must have elapsed after the vehicle's engine/motor is 
turned off in order for the electronic key code to be purged or removed from the Subject 
Vehicles'memory. 

7. What is the maximum effective range of the key code carrying device allowed for the 
electronic key code to be recognized by the Subject Vehicles? Explain the Subject 
Vehicles' response to the electronic code when they key code carrying device is moved 
beyond the maximum effective range. 

8. Produce a copy of General Motors' complete test procedure and test report concerning 
FMVSS No. 114 applicable to the Subject Vehicles. Produce all results of General 
Motors' testing of the Subject Vehicles related to FMVSS No. 114 as well as copies of 
General Motors' internal sign off sheet(s) indicating compliance with FMVSS No. 114. 
Produce a copy of General Motors' complete test procedure concerning FMVSS No. 114 
for the Subject Vehicles as it was provided to the manufacturer of the Subject Vehicles' 
starting system. 
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9. Separately for each ofthe Subject Vehicles, state the number of each of the following 
received by or of which General Motors is otherwise aware, which relate to or may relate 
to the starting system in the Subject Vehicles: 

a) Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators; 

b) Field reports, including, but not limited to field technical reports and dealer 
field reports; 

c) Reports involving a crash, injury, or fatality; 

d) Property damage claims; 

e) Warrantee claims; 

f) Third-party arbitration proceedings where General Motors is or was a party to 
the arbitration; 

g) Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which General Motors is or was 
defendant or codefendant; and, 

h) Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs) provided to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.) and received or otherwise obtained by 
General Motors. 

If General Motors cannot respond to any specific request or subpart(s) thereof, please state the 
reason why it is unable to do so. If on the basis of attorney-client, attorney work product, or 
other privilege, General Motors does not submit one or more requested documents or items of 
information in response to this information request, General Motors must provide a privilege log 
identifying each document or item withheld, and stating the date, subject or title, the name and 
position of the person(s) from, and the person(s) to whom it was sent, and the name and position 
of any other recipient (to include all carbon copies or blind carbon copies), the nature of that 
information or material, and the basis for the claim of privilege and why that privilege applies. 

The information requests set forth above are sent to General Motors pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 
30166, which authorizes NHTSA to conduct any investigation that may be necessary to enforce 
Chapter 301 of Title 49 and to require a manufacturer to make reports to NHTSA. It constitutes 
a new request for a report. A timely and complete response by General Motors is required. 
General Motors' failure to respond promptly and fully to such a request could subject General 
Motors to civil penalties pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30165 or lead to an action for injunctive relief 
pursuant to 49 U.S.c. § 30163. Under 49 U.S.c. § 30165(a)(3), any person who violates 49 U. 
S. C. § 30166 is liable for penalties up to and including $7,000 per day for failure to provide 
requested information. The maximum for a related series of violations is currently $17,350,000. 
49 C.F.R.§ 578.6(a)(3). Other remedies and sanctions are available as well. 
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Additionally, we are requesting information to improve our understanding of the design 
standards and safety strategies that your company has in place to address the potential safety 
risks that may be present with push button start/stop vehicles. Your response to the following 
questions is optional: 

10. What safety information does General Motors request its dealership personnel to provide 
to customers purchasing a new or used vehicle with push button start/stop? 

11. What safety information does General Motors directly provide to a customer purchasing a 
new or used vehicle with push button start/stop, and through what means (i.e., owner's manual) 
is this information provided or communicated? 

The addressfor mail or express delivery is: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance (NVS-221), Room W43-49CD, 1200 New Jersey Avenue 
SE, Washington, DC 20590. All business confidential information must be submitted 
directly to the Office of Chief Counsel as described in the following paragraph and should 
not be sent to this office. In addition, do not submit any business confidential information in 
the body of the letter submitted to this office. Please refer to OA-114-140115B in General 
Motors' response to this letter and in any confidentiality request submitted to the Office of Chief 
Counsel. General Motors' response to this IR is due no later than 30 calendar days from the date 
indicated on this letter. If General Motors finds that it is unable to provide all of the information 
requested within the time allotted, General Motors must request an extension from Amina Fisher 
of my staff at (202) 366-5307 no later than five (5) business days before the response due 
date. If General Motors is unable to provide all of the information requested by the original 
deadline, it must submit a partial response by the original deadline with whatever information 
General Motors then has available, even if an extension has been granted. 

If you have any technical questions concerning this matter, please call Amina Fisher of my staff 
at (202) 366-5307. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Thompson 
Chief, Crash Avoidance Division 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance 

Enclosure - Data Sheets from field inspections 
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FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 0" os I~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YE~ __ 1.o"--,J~,,,--________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE _--,.~~~L(J;.:·c.:..:..K:....,.... __________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL £DI. C'--=D~S5=-e. ________ _ 
VIN 1&lIt;65~!l(p DF£'1S~5 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 12( YES 

Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prox;M,'t;1 ~ fob 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe [Z( NO 

1 Position vehicle Qn relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 

3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 
dB level: (P6 0(.& 

Duration: 'i b~ 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 

Location: clrA.bttI' 

Exterior Wording: AJo (~n1C>tt- ~ 
dB level: 

Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? --./' 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off l.j No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interim: 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle if 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to stil/ be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior ~~ Wording: 

dB level: 

Duration: 

o 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle eOI~ 1)..uet ~(;..CfO&"e. 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: trJ5 ~ 
Duration: "'I bup$ 

dB level: lVO"'c 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 

Location: cl fA.~ 

Word i ng: IV 0 n.molt. DI..Utt.ttol 

'PiUS lot'~ to ~bto.rl
~TlH"", SWI~ S",FT Tb P 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Pork 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 
model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior t-)OA)E Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 
dB level: ~ ctS 
Duration: Lf bu.ps 

Exterior 
dB level: ~A)6 

Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: c/lA!.f-u 

Wording: A)o ntYIoft. cU#t.l::tr:Dl. 

oILU"~fio.., 10.stc. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle _t_o_,_~----=3=_~_i_e_t_~-,--_~r._011\0 __________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 0111 05 I~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YW .--=1o~1~ _________ _ 
VEH ICLE MAKE ----' ... !:2-'=w:;:cJI.:.r-__________ _ 
VEHICLE MODEL __ d"){...:.......;~~f'j;:.;. .. 'lO~ ________ _ 

VIN t(:,Lj P555~SO'l Z5<p4;?,LJ -1 

Automatic transmission (confirm) [2( YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

'P'D)lit'YI"~ k~ .p.l. 

o NO 

PG 1 of 3 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe ~O o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down drivers window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

5 
6 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~5 ~2> 
Duration: t.J bu~ 

dB level: 
'->O~ 

Duration: 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 

Location: cl~", 

Wording: 6 A;f,- ~ PClV~ 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off C1No change to radio volume 

Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to stiff be in vehicle 

{Complete 6.1} 

0* 

NO- electronickey code does not appear to stiff be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

o 

AUDIBlE l 

dB level : 
Duration: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

Location: (<:.el'l.tU) M~t. c.a&hf 

Wording: A)o n;rYlO'tL cktu::tto4 
alj~J"'tjt.ot 6 5(.c. 

~oT1tlA)e:. 6-¥?11.J(jo -5thFi Te> P 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level : c,5 ol~ 
Duration: t1 b(.t.pe> 

dB level: 
Duration: 

/VOOE: 

AUDIBLE! VISUAL 

Location: cJ""*'-" 

Wording: IVo (t.n'lo)k ~ 

o{'SPICc.tJc.o( 0 &&c. 

J,)OTItI~ SIr!-Il~~ S\\'lR 1t> P 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES~ Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake light)' 

NOTES 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Pork 0 
- - _._._---------------, 

'*" f'ho~ th(.rl is Ylb J'f\~(' 
+he. vu-aic.It.;s, ahlt t"t> b(. 

'~4f'h.ot ~/o ~ fob 
4-tu- bti~ ~ k1 PCM)c 

dt.dY'mic .t~ W>(.5 
~l- J£.(lI.\I't. vt.INcJ t. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBlE1 
VISUAL 

Interior 
dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior fVOAYE Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~ ote, 
Duration: Lj b~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 

Location: cJ~ 

Wo rd i ng: No f"oe.MOtt. olut.c:te.cl 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle tOI,!:> C~;IIC\.C. 52.')( 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE _O_~_D_S_'~ ____________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL YEAR ....;e:;:.o-='~=--_________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE _C=.A::;«::.,:..:..·/ ':=:CI.Co=-__________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL _.5_R._'4C' ___________ _ 

VIN $(:.'r'F»A-E~o6a;,lt"e5 

Automatic transmission (confirm) !2r YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prDJ(i,.,.,i~ ~ fob 

o NO 

PG 1 of 2 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0 YES, describe 1:1 NO 
IU A"'~ shift -Il> pt:u'c ft.IJJ'rA.f't. ..uf,C-rib&.cl 

o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~5 cote, 
Duration: ~ s-c.. 

dB level: 
1oJ01.)£ 

Duration: 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 

Location : e.1",,~f"r.,.r 

Wording: ).)0 r~ k+u.H.oL 
?f~ bn:&A l-o Sto-rf-

t.> ~H I t.>6 ShY I t.)(, S"II::-r Tl> l' 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume loKOluD Radio turns off !2( No change to radio volume * Cll.ltf'~ plA\j.5 lo-'u w~ ,.~jo is I>l'"I 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: ~ G(!, 

Duration: tl.st.c. 

AUDIBLEl 

location: eJ~.s~ 

VISUAL 

Wording: }J~ f't-W10tt. 4ILL~ 

dB level: 
loJoA>e 

Duration: t-Io"Ohl.>(:P SA-YIOC. alt'FT -B R 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 2 
Vehicle 201~ CAd; 1Ia.c. SiX 

11M 
of 10>/ fUAI'lf!>missiol'l ...... ~ "PA,..t: 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 

Interior 

Exterior 

door. Describe any alerts activated. . 

dB level: {;O el~ 

Duration: COt'ltitl(A.OU~ 

dB level: No "'E 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 

location: elc.t.Snr 

Wording: IJo ,.~ CiU.tuttDt 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required !2r 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle 2or~ bwc.t. ?t.eJC\.l 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and RoHaway Prevention 

TEST DATE _O_~ __ O_5_'..;;;:!;, __________ _ 

VEH ICLE MODEL YEAR _'2_0_'..;;;~:..--________ _ 
:Q...,"I: 

VEHICLE MAKE -...:.~~..::."'=-------------
VEHICLE MODEL _1Z------r..~I--------:-----
VIN ~"".'F- 2.~c:.T56."qDq2'1'SZ7L/ 
Automatic transmission (confirm) ILl' YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

p .. o)(imi t:1 ~ fob 

o NO 

PG 1 of 3 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe !3N'o o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~'Z. o{6 
Duration: 'I bupE> 

dB level: 
1»01.)6 

Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: £:J~ 

Wording: rVo r('rYIC>tt ~ 

~t.E6 b ~ ro ru.tc.rl-

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off ifNo change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle ~ 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDlBlE1 VISUAL 

dB level: {# olS 1-X>t.lE. Location: cl~~ 
Interior \; 

Duration: 'I p5 rto ~~ 
Exterior o.ftu- Y"U\;c-Jt. Wording: 5n.:f,- "'0 'PCt('~ 

dB level: sn;ftu?t fl> ,,~- 'ItJ1;c}(. sJ1;C-...I f-o ?t,. ~JC .u. 
. -,>o.UE "Feu'r. ~ "7 7

'" T'....... """ T", 

Duration: rt.*whiJ{ V'~cl, ecul bt. "t.6fl:u"hol 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle lol~ .bwa ~ttrJ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle .then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

dB level: ~f 0(& 
Duration: lj bup~ 

Exterior 

dB level: AJOIV£ 
Duration: 

AUDIBLEl 

Location : c.J~h.r 

Wording: 5 hih- h -p oc.rk: 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

VISUAL 

YEs.. Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 
.. 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 11.5 h;f,. h> ? Ct.I"Jc. n ~ "'~elc. ;6 a..bJc fc, be. t'f.61:w'hoi 

~Jo ~~ 

~u:tron.Je. 

.Iw.. .. :et~ oto~ It.of- J.t.c,.. ..... -nu. II~Jtiek 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

Interior 
dB level : ~ 
Duration: 

Exterior ~o A:>E 
dB level : 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: 

NOA:l& 
Wording: 

13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while stili in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDIBLe VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: c.l1A6~ 

Duration: 
Exterior t-lo~E Wording: tVo .... ~ ott.t«h.ol 

dB level : 
Duration : 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



U.S. Department 
of Transportation 
National Highway 
Traffic Safety 
Administration 

E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Robert Babcock 
Director 
Regulation and Certification Department 
Hyundai Motor Company 
6800 Geddes Road 
Superior Township, MI 48198 

Re: Model Year 2013 and 2014 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear Mr. Babcock: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington, DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 

NVS-221AFi 
OA-114-140115C 

The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration ("NHTSA") investigated vehicles manufactured by Hyundai Motor 
Company to the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, 
Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571.114. Testing took place at 
Kia of Silver Spring, in Silver Spring, Maryland on August 20,2013; and Fitz Auto Mall, in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland on August 29,2013. 

MY Make Model 
2013 Hyundai Elantra 
2013 Hyundai Genesis 
2013 Hyundai Santa Fe 
2013 Hyundai Sonata 
2013 Hyundai Tucson 
2013 Hyundai Veloster 

OVSC performed tests using scenarios developed according to how we believed 
consumers could use vehicles equipped with KCCDs, focusing on Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 49 
CFR § 571.114. Since these systems operate differently depending on the manufacturer and, in 
some cases, the model, we ask that you review the results we obtained. In answering the items 
below, include any differences noted should your company conduct similar tests and the possible 
reasons for those differences. 

***** NHTSA 
""",,'w, nh(s:.. go\' 



Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following defInitions apply to the information 
request set forth below: 

• Manufacturer: "Hyundai" "you", or "your" means Hyundai including all of its 
divisions, subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises, including with respect to any of the 
foregoing within or outside of the United States, any parent corporation, any subsidiary 
or affiliate, or any subsidiary or affiliate of any parent corporation, and all of their 
headquarters, regional, zone and other offices and their employees, and all agents, 
contractors, consultants, attorneys and law fIrms and other persoris engaged directly or 
indirectly (e.g., employee of a consultant) by or under the control of Hyundai. 

• Document(s): "Document(s)" is used in the broadest sense of the word and shall mean 
all original written, printed, typed, recorded, or graphic matter whatsoever, however 
produced or reproduced, of every kind, nature, and description, and all non-identical 
copies of both sides thereof, including, but not limited to, papers, letters, memoranda, 
correspondence, communications, electronic mail (e-mail) messages (existing in hard 
copy and/or in electronic storage), faxes, telegrams, cables, telex messages, notes, 
annotations, working papers, drafts, minutes, records, audio and video recordings, data, 
databases, other information bases, summaries, charts, tables, graphics, other visual 
displays, photographs, statements, interviews, opinions, reports, newspaper articles, 
studies, analyses, evaluations, interpretations, contracts, agreements, jottings, agendas, 
bulletins, notices, announcements, instructions, blueprints, drawings, as-builts, changes, 
manuals, publications, work schedules, journals, statistical data, desk, portable and 
computer calendars, appointment books, diaries, travel reports, lists, tabulations, 
computer printouts, data processing program libraries, data processing inputs and outputs, 
microfilms, microfiches, statements for services, resolutions, fInancial statements, 
governmental records, business records, personnel records, work orders, pleadfngs, 
discovery in any form, affIdavits, motions, responses to discovery, all transcripts, 
administrative fIndings and all mechanical, magnetic, photographic and electronic 
records or recordings of any kind, including any storage media associated with 
computers, including, but not limited to, information on hard drives, CD-ROMs, compact 
disks, floppy disks, backup tapes, and zip drives, electronic communications, including 
but not limited to, the Internet and shall include any drafts or revisions pertaining to any 
of the foregoing, all other things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated by 
you, any other data compilations from which information can be obtained, translated if 
necessary, into a usable form and any other documents. For purposes of this request, any 
document that contains any note, comment, addition, deletion, insertion, annotation, or 
otherwise comprises a non-identical copy of another document shall be treated as a 
separate document subject to production. In all cases where original and any non
identical copies are not available, "document(s)" also means any identical copies of the 
original and all non-identical copies thereof. Any document, record, graph, chart, fIlm or 
photograph originally produced in color must be provided in color. The term "document" 
includes all documents described above whether verifIed by the manufacturer or not. 

• Consumer Complaint: A "consumer complaint" is defined as a communication of any 
kind made by a consumer (or other person) to or with a manufacturer addressed to the 
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company, an officer thereof, or an entity thereof that handles consumer matters, a 
manufacturer website that receives consumer complaints, a manufacturer electronic mail 
system that receives such information at the corporate level, or that are otherwise 
received by a unit within the manufacturer that receives consumer inquiries or 
complaints, including telephonic complaints, expressing dissatisfaction with a product, or 
relating the unsatisfactory performance of a product, or any actual or potential defect in a 
product, or any even that allegedly was caused by any actual or potential defect in a 
product. 

• Effective Range: "Effective Range" means the maximum distance the Key Code 
Carrying Device can be from the Subject Vehicle where the vehicle is able to recognize 
the electronic key code associated with that particular vehicle. 

• Electronic Code: "Electronic Code" shall have the meaning used in the definition of 
"key" in 49 CFR § 571.114, SA. 

• Key: "Key" means the electronic code which, when inserted into the starting system by 
electronic means, enables the vehicle operator to activate the engine or motor [See 49 
CFR § 571.114, SA]. 

• Key Code Carrying Device (KCCD): "Key Code Carrying Device" means the physical 
device which is capable of electronically transmitting the key to the vehicle starting 
system without physical connection, other than its presence in the vehicle, between the 
device and the vehicle (i.e. the key fob). 

• Starting System: "Starting System" means the vehicle system used in conjunction with 
the key code and the engine/motor start control to activate the engine, motor, or other 
system which provides propulsion to the motor vehicle. 

• Subject Vehicles: "Subject Vehicles" means the vehicles listed after the first paragraph 
of this letter. 

• "Starting the vehicle's motor" means the driver uses the motor start control to turn on 
power is "on" to the motor, resulting in input to the vehicle's wheels and vehicle 
movement as a result of the driver applying the accelerator pedal. 

• "Stopping the vehicle's engine or motor" means the driver uses the engine/motor stop 
control to turn off power to the engine or motor and no input to the vehicle's wheels or 
vehicle movement will result from the driver application of the accelerator pedal. 

• The term "you" or "your" refers to Hyundai. 

• The singular includes the plural; the plural includes the singular. The masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neutral genders; and the neutral gender includes the masculine 
and feminine genders. "And" as well as "or" shall be construed either disjunctively or 
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conjunctively, to bring within the scope of this information request all responses that 
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. "Each" shall be construed to include 
"every" and "every" shall be construed to include "each". "Any" shall be construed to 
include "all" and "all" shall be construed 0 include "any". The use of a verb in any tense 
shall be construed as the use of the verb in a past or present tense, whenever necessary to 
bring within the scope of the document request all responses which might otherwise be 
construed to be outside its scope. 

• The term "relate to" or "relating to" means constituting, comprising, containing, setting 
forth, showing, disclosing, describing, explaining, summarizing, concerning, or referring 
to, directly or indirectly. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a natural person means to state hislher full name, 
title, office, present work address and telephone number, and the name, address and 
telephone number ofhislher present or last known employer, if any. once an individual 
has been so identified, he or she may thereafter be identified by name alone so long as 
reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete identity is given. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a person other than a natural person means to state 
its full name and the present or last known address and telephone number of its 
headquarters. Once such a "person" has been so identified, it may thereafter be identified 
by name alone so long as reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete 
identity is given. 

• Other Terms: To the extent that they are used in these information requests, the terms 
"claim," "consumer complaint," "dealer field report," "field report," "make," "model," 
"model year," "notice," "property damage," "property damage claim," ''type,'' 
''warranty,'' "warranty adjustment," and "warranty claim," whether used in singular or 
plural form, have the same meaning as found in 49 CFR 579.4. 

Please respond to the following requests. Please repeat the applicable request verbatim above 
each response. Identify the source of the information and indicate the last date the information 
was fathered. Answer each question for each of the Subject Vehicles as well as any other MY 
2013-2014 vehicles identified by Hyundai that have keyless ignition systems comparable to 
those in any of the Subject Vehicles. If any vehicles share the same starting system, they may be 
grouped together when responding. When grouping vehicles for responses please list all 
vehicles(by model year, make, and model) that each response is for. 

1. For each of the subject vehicles, state the date when a starting system that allows the use 
of an electronic key fob (Key Code Carrying Device) was first introduced in production 
and state the number of vehicles manufactured by or for your company with that starting 
system for sale in the U.S. from that date through the date of your response to this letter, 
broken down by model year. 
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2. Separately, for each of the Subject Vehicles, explain the operation of the starting system. 
Include in your response, the location and operation of the key code carrying device and 
the engine/motor start/stop device. 

3. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is started. Include in your 
response where the electronic key code is sent (i.e. immobilizer or engine control unit 
("ECU")), the path the electronic key code takes to enable the driver to start the 
engine/motor (include a diagram showing the components and how they "connect" to each 
other), at what point the electronic key code is considered inserted into the starting system, 
and what conditions need to remain for the electronic key code to remain inserted. 

a. If the driver remained present in the vehicle, but the KCCD is removed from the 
vehicle after the vehicle's engine/motor is stopped, can the engine/motor be 
restarted using the original electronic key code described in item 3 above? If your 
response is yes, for what period oftime, andlor for what number of attempts is 
this possible? 

4. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is stopped or turned off. 
Include in your response, how hard and long the driver must press the start/stop button, to 
which device the code or other electrical signal is sent (i.e., immobilizer or engine control 
unit ("ECU")), and which devices are turned off or deactivated by the ECU (i.e. , starter, 
fuel pump, fuel injection system, etc.). Specify when exactly those devices are turned off 
or deactivated (i.e. after the engine/motor stop control is pressed to turn off the 
engine/motor, after the driver's door is opened, etc.) 

a. Describe any operating conditions during which the driver cannot stop or turn off 
the engine/motor by using the stop control. These conditions may include, for 
example, the vehicle's transmission is not in "park" or the vehicle's speed is 
almost zero mph (or less than a certain speed). 

5. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, describe how the starting system operates in 
the following scenarios referencing the descriptions provided in your response to item 1 . 
In each scenario, indicate when the electronic key code is first present in the Subject 
Vehicles, when it is recognized by the Subject Vehicles. In each scenario, describe when 
it is deactivated (engine/motor can no longer be started), and when it is purged from the 
Subject Vehicles, including the number of seconds it remains activated, if at all, after the 
driver turns the starting system off. In addition, in each scenario below, identify all 
audible and visual alerts made by the Subject Vehicles, specifically stating at what point 
each alert is made, what event triggered each alert, what event or factor each alert is 
intended to warn the driver of, and the length/duration (audible) or location/wording 
(visual) of each alert: 
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a) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) while the transmission control is in the "park" position. 
The Subject Vehicle's ignition is turned off (activates the propulsion on/off 
control). The driver exits the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his 
person and moves outside of the effective range. 

b) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle 
is then turned off (activates the propulsion on/off control). The driver exits the 
Subject Vehicle leaving the key code carrying device in the Subject Vehicle. 

c) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject 
Vehicle's engine/motor is then turned off (activates the propulsion system on/off 
control) with the transmission still in "drive". One minute elapses, after which 
the driver opens the driver's door and exits the Subject Vehicle, taking the key 
code carrying device with him outside of the effective range. 

Provide responses for the following questions if they have not been previously answered. If 
the question has been previously answered, identify specifically, by question number and by 
line, where the response was previously provided: 

6. Describe the circumstances under which the electronic code is purged or removed from 
the Subject Vehicles and/or is no longer recognized by the vehicle. Include in your 
response, where the key code carrying device must be located in terms of distance from 
the vehicle and how much time must have elapsed after the vehicle's engine/motor is 
turned off in order for the electronic key code to be purged or removed from the Subject 
Vehicles' memory. 

7. What is the maximum effective range of the key code carrying device allowed for the 
electronic key code to be recognized by the Subject Vehicles? Explain the Subject 
Vehicles' response to the electronic code when they key code carrying device is moved 
beyond the maximum effective range. 

8. Produce a copy of Hyundai's complete test procedure and test report concerning FMVSS 
No. 114 applicable to the Subject Vehicles. Produce all results of Hyundai's testing of the 
Subject Vehicles related to FMVSS No. 114 as well as copies of Hyundai's internal sign 
offsheet(s) indicating compliance with FMVSS No. 114. Produce a copy of Hyundai's 
complete test procedure concerning FMVSS No. 114 for the Subject Vehicles as it was 
provided to the manufacturer of the Subject Vehicles' starting system. 
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9. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, state the number of each of the following 
received by or of which Hyundai is otherwise aware, which relate to or may relate to the 
starting system in the Subject Vehicles: 

a) Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators; 

b) Field reports, including, but not limited to field technical reports and dealer 
field reports; 

c) Reports involving a crash, injury, or fatality; 

d) Property damage claims; 

e) Warrantee claims; 

f) Third-party arbitration proceedings where Hyundai is or was a party to the 
arbitration; 

g) Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which Hyundai is or was defendant or 
codefendant; and, 

h) Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs) provided to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.) and received or otherwise obtained by 
Hyundai. 

If Hyundai cannot respond to any specific request or subpart(s) thereof, please state the reason 
why it is unable to do so. If on the basis of attorney-client, attorney work product, or other 
privilege, Hyundai does not submit one or more requested documents or items of information in 
response to this information request, Hyundai must provide a priVilege log identifying each 
document or item withheld, and stating the date, subject or title, the name and position of the 
person(s) from, and the person(s) to whom it was sent, and the name and position of any other 
recipient (to include all carbon copies or blind carbon copies), the nature of that information or 
material, and the basis for the claim of privilege and why that privilege applies. 

The information requests set forth above are sent to Hyundai pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30166, 
which authorizes NHTSA to conduct any investigation that may be necessary to enforce Chapter 
301 of Title 49 and to require a manufacturer to make reports to NHTSA. It constitutes a new 
request for a report. A timely and complete response by Hyundai is required. Hyundai's failure 
to respond promptly and fully to such a request could subject Hyundai to civil penalties pursuant 
to 49 U.S.C. § 30165 or lead to an action for injunctive relief pursuant to 49 U.S.c. § 30163. 
Under 49 U.S.C. § 30 165(a)(3), any person who violates 49 U. S. C. § 30166 is liable for 
penalties up to and including $7,000 per day for failure to provide requested information. The 
maximum for a related series of violations is currently $17,350,000. 49 C.F.R.§ 578.6(a)(3). 
Other remedies and sanctions are available as well. 
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The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, as amended, 49 US.C. § 30101 et seq., 
requires that a manufacturer conduct a notification and remedy campaign when it decides in 
good faith an item of motor vehicle equipment does not comply with an applicable motor vehicle 
safety standard. 49 U.S.c. § 30118-30120. In our view, this means a recall should occur when 
the manufacturer decides or should have decided that its equipment is noncompliant. The first 
step of this process is the filing of a noncompliance report in accordance with 49 CFR 573, 
"Defect and Noncompliance Reports" (copy enclosed). We have also enclosed a copy of the 
"Part 573 Helmet Noncompliance Report Guide" to assist you in the preparation of this report. 
A Part 573 report must be followed by a noncompliance notification in accordance with 49 CFR 
Part 577 (copy enclosed). It is recommended that you send a draft copy of this notification to the 
agency for review before sending it to your customers. Failure to conduct a notification and 
remedy campaign within a reasonable time warrants NHTSA to seek civil penalties under 
49 US.C. § 30165. In addition, 49 US C. § 30165 authorizes a civil penalty up to $7,000 for 
each violation of an applicable motor vehicle safety standard. A separate violation occurs for 
each item of motor vehicle equipment not in compliance with a maximum penalty of 
$17,350,000. 

Additionally, we are requesting information to improve our understanding of the design 
standards and safety strategies that your company has in place to address the potential safety 
risks that may be present with push button start/stop vehicles. Your response to the following 
questions is optional: 

10. What safety information does Hyundai request its dealership personnel to provide to 
customers purchasing a new or used vehicle with push button start/stop? 

11. What safety information does Hyundai directly provide to a customer purchasing a new 
or used vehicle with push button start/stop, and through what means (i.e., owner's manual) is this 
information provided or communicated? 

The address for mail or express delivery is: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance (NVS-221), Room W43-4~, 1200 New Jersey Avenue 
SE, Washington, DC 20590. All business confidential information must be submitted 
directly to the Office of Chief Counsel as described in the following paragraph and should 
not be sent to this office. In addition, do not submit any business confidential information in 
the body ofthe letter submitted to this office. Please refer to OA-114-140115C in Hyundai's 
response to this letter and in any confidentiality request submitted to the Office of Chief 
Counsel. Hyundai's response to this IR is due no later than 30 calendar days from the date 
indicated on this letter. If Hyundai finds that it is unable to provide all of the information 
requested within the time allotted, Hyundai must request an extension from Amina Fisher of my 
staff at (202) 366-5307 no later than five (5) business days before the response due date. If 
Hyundai is unable to provide all of the information requested by the original deadline, it must 
submit a partial response by the original deadline with whatever information Hyundai then has 
available, even if an extension has been granted. 
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If you have any technical questions concerning this matter, please call Amina Fisher of my staff 
at (202) 366-5307. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Harty Thompson 
Chief, Crash Avoidance Division 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance 

Enclosure - Data Sheets from field inspections 
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Vehicle __ 2._. O_'~ __ rtL\:l .... _\I\_r1~_~_~ _F_lv.._rt_f'I'IlI. _________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _t::-o..:.:J~~ ________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE _.!LIt~~:.::.~=",~; - ________ _ 
VEHICLE MODEL 'fl CL)It~ 

~~----------------
V~N KJ.AKz:;I'!,~L.EODVC>~77q 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 0' YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

Pf()X;M"~ ~ (Pb 

o NO 

PG 1 of 3 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe [3NO o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 
dB level: (PtA ol& 
Duration: 10 6f.C 

Exterior 
dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBle 

Location: (;.I(AS~ 

Wording: }.)o ~ U(.Jlt"DtIc..) 

5h"~ "t> ?cv" 

VISUAL 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off r:(NO change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: (IJ~ 0(8 
Duration: 10 5«. 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE l 

location: ell4St&r 

Wording: J.)o ~ (nJlM/ .. ) 

5kifr ~ "PtA,,,J(. 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle ___ ZO_J_~_.....;~,-,~-,-t'l_~_; _F_'_A_t)_tr<_~ _______ _ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: ~ ol13 
Duration: 10 ~c. 

dB level : 7'1 ~~ 
Duration: C# 6Le. 

AUDIBLE1 
VISUAL 

location: G1«~v 

Wording: ~ i~ not ,n. YcJJicu .. 

-
7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 121' 

NO .. Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to hove auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 
-~-- -- --------- ----

'NOTES Y{kiolL ~"'6t b(.. HcrtlCQi baG¥ crY1 

;~ oro(v 4t) k oc.bu. 10 6I'\.I'ft' 

~ ,-"to t'CJ.r1£ 

- - - - -- ------ ----1 

----~~------------ ------- -- ------ ----- -~ -- -- -- ---- ---------

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ 2_o~ __ Jf...:o~",,--I4_I')D(_~_'_£_/R_'*rcc. _________ _ 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLE! VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior }.X>A.>f!. Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system stili activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob . Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: {Pc. oI~ 

Duration: 10 ~c.. 

dB level: 7'1 '"'So 
Duration: ftJ ~CG. 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 

Location: .c,II.4.:.n.." 

Wording: Jc:'!:J f'lJ>t;1'\ ... chicJ(.. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle U>I~ J/jllV'ltJlA; GU1~!> 
----------~~----------------------------

PG 1 of 3 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE De 1.'1 I~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR --,,-to_I-=~~ ________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE --,H~":..:;Hnd=Q:..:..::i,--_________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL Ge.n~;~ 
--~~~~---------------------

VIN ICMItItTC#J(.05(x)'D2/7'i 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 0"''vES o NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

pt'6)1;n1i~ ~~ fob 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe ~NO o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wa it ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: c#~ DfJ!!, 
Duration: 8 5&C. 

dB level : 
A)o,ul! 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 

location: cl"st"u· 

Duration: 

Wording : AJ" ~ (t-c.lltR.J~) 

6hift- h> ~4r~ 
~ ~"Q n'" .... 11 5I.J!. 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off Gr'No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: ~~ ~e, 

Duration: 8 6ec.. 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLEl 

location: .. /w~f"c.'" 

Wording: ).)" ~ (tt.lltc../c..) 

6kift- It> 'PATJ: 
.. oIunII+iDK. 1r &e 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 3 
Vehicle ___ 2_()_~ __ Jh":,,\,",,,_~_ ... _;_G_V1_C_~_· ________ _ 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLE1 

dB level: (p~ "'~ 
Duration: LQd;""KDu~ 

6U\I";, clDo (" c l~fS ~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

Location: C.J~6t..r 

Wording: ~4" rut ;;1. ~;~ 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES· Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 
NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto Shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ ~_i:!J __ H:~tyc~~_CIl_· _G=--Ul...:...C;~~-.:·~=-_______ _ 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 

10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 

11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 
any alerts activated 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level : location : 
Duration: 

Exterior A.)O,u1! Wording: 
dB leve!: 

Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift outor Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob . Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level : &!7 tICS 
Duration: <5 eu.. 

dB level: C#'"I CIte, 
Duration: £>8&e. 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 

location: c.J~~,r 

Wording: l'~ ttDt- iK.. yUt.;elc.. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front ; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard ; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and RoHaway Prevention 

TEST DATE . 08 os '1;, 

VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _2~0I~~,--________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE ---....:.H ..... ~~"~o(c:::Cl"'-j __________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL 5CL"~ 1i 
~----------------------------

VIN .5XYZO$L.107P607777Q C2ol'!J£l2o<1 

Automatic transmission {confirm} I2r YES 0 NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

proximi~ ~ . fob . 

PG 1 of 2 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0 YES, describe [2fNo 
ttl) ""-Cto s.,ifr ft, pt:v/C. {uVz.c '('Co ctc.c r i bu>l 

o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 
dB level: CRO e(f> 

Duration: q 6C.G 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: el~t.,. 

Exterior 
dB level: 

Wording: 5 hift to "P" posiliM 

Duration: 
l)o.\.)a W6pJc..toed ft:>'f' ~ ~ 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off [2(No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to stj/l be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE1 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior NOAYE Wording: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



6.1 

Interior 

Exterior 

PG 2 of 2 

V ~/.fran:S~ion nO'l in 'Ptvk:. 
Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; walt ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activate~ 

dB level : 00 oI1b 
Duration: Co,,+inc.4CC4~ 

dB level : 71 01 ~ 
Duration: b sec. 

AUDIBLEl 
VISUAL 

Location: c.I"'-6tv" 

Wording: X~ ~ Il'l Yc.nicJ~ 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required [1'" 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Pork 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 



Vehicle __ £_C_/':'::'~_~..:.J!1.L~ __ ;_5_o_~ _________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE C3 Z-C; I~ 

VEHICLE MODEL YEJR ~/J 
VEHICLE MAKE -4q.,'-t~c;:.",;.:.:.rIQ(=4:..::..' ____ -------

VEHICLE MODEL 5ona.tCl" 
--~----------------------------

VIN SI<''P fG41¥=1't>)t-J~~>'a 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 0" YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prO)(;Wli"a ~ fob 

o NO 

PG 1 of 3 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe ffNO o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shjft to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 
dB leve!: ~o ~S 
Duration: 10 Sc.G 

Exterior 
dB level: 

IJOOE 
Duration: 

AUDIBLEl 

Location: c;./c.c:!ltu' 

Wording: A,)o ~ (t:t.lltw./c.) 

6},;ft ~ PAI"t: 

VISUAL 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off ifNo change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: ~(> tlI5 
Duration: I () $U'-

dB level: IVOAnE 

Duration: 

AUDIBLEl 

Location: c/~" 

Wording: )./0 KUj (tc.IlhJt.JC.) 

.!:>K;ft- f'o 'P_~ 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ 2c_c,_*...:......L'1_,.._~_·_5_~ __________ _ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again . 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated . 

AUDIBLE l 

dB level : roo low f1) MCClSW"t. 

Duration : 

dB level: (,(, oI~ 

Duration : S su. 

Location : 

Wording : ~~ rlDf ;'l. .. t..kicJe. 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle . Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required Ef 
NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park D 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on) (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle ___ 2.t>_J~_-,J6:....".L&4_"_.t_,,,,_· __ 5_~ _________ _ 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 

10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBle VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level : Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior ",,0.u1': Wording: 
dB level: 

Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob . Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: location: ... JtA.s,tc.r 
Dura tio n: "",.ue. 

Exterior 
dB level : fIW olB 

Wording: K'tJ If.Ct "" . tI~ic;.)~ 

Duration: (, !>u. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle ___ 'It>_J_.!?_.....:M .... ,~'-~ __ ·_J_K_c~ _________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 08 t.1:t I~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _~U--'-/!!1-=--________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE ---,Jb~~;c.:::,:::.::.:;;."':....' ----------
VEHICLE MODEL _~_~_oIC_Z._DII __________ _ 

VIN ~M".)Q3-4-COD ClG>7892cf 

Automatic transmission (confirm) ff YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

pt'OJ(iM;~ ~ fob 

Is there an Installed rollaway prevention feature? 

D NO 

o YES, describe ~O 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait -30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: 70olg, 
Duration: J5 Sec 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 

Location: c.JC4:!>"-r 

Wording: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off ~o change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDlBlE l 

dB level: "7D oIS location: e.I~$h-~ 

Duration: Ie, 6Lc.. 

dB level: IVOA.>liE 

Duration: I.xmtl~ ~I.\.~ ~'FT Tb P 

VISUAl 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ ~_~ __ I/:'-'-"LCVI_~_A_i_r:_M._c_s_enJ, _________ _ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: 10 ~@) 

Duration: 16 M.C. 

dB level : A>o.oE: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 

Location: c.JCA6tc..t' 

Word ing: ~ "cd" 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2. attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required [2( 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 
-- - .- - ---.--.. - - - -

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front ; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ '2_0_/~ __ Jf~"",--n« __ tA4_' _..,-;.._1\4:60 __ "' ________ _ 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLe VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior o\)OAJ~ Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system sti/l activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDIBLE 1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: e..11A,6H,r'" 

Duration: 
Exterior ",OAJE Wording: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make. 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ 2_o_'_~_H~I:J.L-"_~_cl_CII_i_~_J_P6_~_"' ________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE _()_9'_2._q_,_~ _____________ _ 

VEHIClE MODEL YEAR --:--:2_01....::~'------________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE --.;.M:""I!]"-~Ylolc:....:uu.:..:._· ______________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL 1,./ostu· ----------------------------
VIN j(.MHTU.i!E ... POI~2...,'t 

Automatic transmission (confirm) I2f YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

PYDIC;,yU"J:) ~ {oo 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

D NO 

o YES, describe [?No 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: .G~ dB 
Duration: (p 5c.c 

dB level: 
AJoAJE 

Duration: 

AUDIBLE! 

location: c..J"e.tf..>'" 

Wording: }jo ~ (t"t.II·huc..) 

5~ift- 10 "P_" 

VISUAL 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off @No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: bel olB 
Duration: (g 6LC 

dB level: 
Duration: 

NO J,j E. 

AUDIBLE 1 

Location: ~I",~u:t' 

Wording: J.Jo ~ If"cJ1 mit.) 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle ___ 2t:>_,~ __ H.:....L..I\'1,-"'_"'_c(_Q,_~_Y._._I_o!>_tu ________ _ 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

Interior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: £#'1 #If, 
Duration: f# 5t.C. 

dB level: (d, dB 
Duration: (,5U" 

AUDIBLE1 

Location: c.1K&tu 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required W 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto Shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Pork D 
f·~----·--·~···--·· .------------------.------ ._-----

NOTES (e.kiele. rKU6r ~ n,..,."ed bClI~j: 0l1. 

j t1 O".~U h ~ 5¥lif,.cc{ bcxelC ;Y£n, "PArle 

--_ .... ------- -.-.-.---~ .. --j 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



20''1 Ll .. W\eo(cc,: Ve.ID,5tu Vehicle ___ .:;;1 __ 17..:;..-./ ______________ _ 

PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into ParI< 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLe VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level : Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior A>OA}'E. Wording: 
dB level : 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob . Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~"" ol& 
Duration: CI f>tL 

dB level : C#~ "'B 
Duration: (g 6U. 

AUDIBle VISUAL 

Location: ,J~tu 

Wording: 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



U.S. Department 
of Transportation 

National Highway 
Traffic Safety 
Administration 

E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Robert Babcock 
Director 
Regulation and Certification Department 
Kia Motor Company 
6800 Geddes Road 
Superior Township, MI 48198 

Re: Model Year 2013 and 2014 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear Mr. Babcock: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington, DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 

NVS-221AFi 
OA-114-140115G 

The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (''NHTSA'') investigated vehicles manufactured by Kia Motor Company 
to the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, Theft 
Protection and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571.114. Testing took place at Kia of 
Silver Spring, in Silver Spring, Maryland on August 20,2013; and Fitz Auto Mall, in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland on August 29,2013. 

MY Make Model 
2013 Kia Optima 
2013 Kia Soul ! 
2014 Kia Sorento 

OVSC performed tests using scenarios developed according to how we believed 
consumers could use vehicles equipped with KCCDs, focusing on Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 49 
CFR § 571.114. Since these systems operate differently depending on the manufacturer and, in 
some cases, the model, we ask that you review the results we obtained. In answering the items 
below, include any differences noted should your company conduct similar tests and the possible 
reasons for those differences. 

***** NHTSA 
www ,nhr5il.goy 



Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following defInitions apply to the information 
request set forth below: 

• Manufacturer: "Kia" "you", or "your" means Kia including all of its divisions, 
subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises, including with respect to any of the foregoing 
within or outside of the United States, any parent corporation, any subsidiary or affIliate, 
or any subsidiary or affiliate of any parent corporation, and all of their headquarters, 
regional, zone and other offices and their employees, and all agents, contractors, 
consultants, attorneys and law fIrms and other persons engaged directly or indirectly 
(e.g., employee of a consultant) by or under the control of Kia. 

• Document(s): "Document(s)" is used in the broadest sense of the word and shall mean 
all original written, printed, typed, recorded, or graphic matter whatsoever, however 
produced or reproduced, of every kind, nature, and description, and all non-identical 
copies of both sides thereof, including, but not limited to, papers, letters, memoranda, 
correspondence, communications, electronic mail (e-mail) messages (existing in hard 
copy and/or in electronic storage), faxes, telegrams, cables, telex messages, notes, 
annotations, working papers, drafts, minutes, records, audio and video recordings, data, 
databases, other information bases, summaries, charts, tables, graphics, other visual 
displays, photographs, statements, interviews, opinions, reports, newspaper articles~ 
studies, analyses, evaluations, interpretations, contracts, agreements, jottings, agendas, 
bulletins, notices, announcements, instructions, blueprints, drawings, as-builts, changes, 
manuals, publications, work schedules, journals, statistical data, desk, portable and 
computer calendars, appointment books, diaries, travel reports, lists, tabulations, 
computer printouts, data processing program libraries, data processing inputs and outputs, 
microfilms, microfiches, statements for services, resolutions, fInancial statements, 
governmental records, business records, personnel records, work orders, pleadings, 
discovery in any form, affidavits, motions, responses to discovery, all transcripts, 
administrative findings and all mechanical, magnetic, photographic and electronic 
records or recordings of any kind, including any storage media associated with 
computers, including, but not limited to, information on hard drives, CD-ROMs, compact 
disks, floppy disks, backup tapes, and zip drives, electronic communications, including 
but not limited to, the Internet and shall include any drafts or revisions pertaining to any 
of the foregoing, all other things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated by 
you, any other data compilations from which information can be obtained, translated if 
necessary, into a usable form and any other documents. For purposes of this request, any 
document that contains any note, comment, addition, deletion, insertion, annotation, or 
otherwise comprises a non-identical copy of another document shall be treated as a 
separate document subject to production. In all cases where original and any non
identical copies are not available, "document(s)" also means any identical copies of the 
original and all non-identical copies thereof. Any document, record, graph, chart, film or 
photograph originally produced in color must be provided in color. The term "document" 
includes all documents described above whether verifIed by the manufacturer or not. 

• Consumer Complaint: A "consumer complaint" is defined as a communication of any 
kind made by a consumer (or other person) to or with a manufacturer addressed to the 

2 



company, an officer thereof, or an entity thereof that handles consumer matters, a 
manufacturer website that receives consumer complaints, a manufacturer electronic mail 
system that receives such infonnation at the corporate level, or that are otherwise 
received by a unit within the manufacturer that receives consumer inquiries or 
complaints, including telephonic complaints, expressing dissatisfaction with a product, or 
relating the unsatisfactory perfonnance of a product, or any actual or potential defect in a 
product, or any even that allegedly was caused by any actual or potential defect in a 
product. 

• Effective Range: "Effective Range" means the maximum distance the Key Code 
Carrying Device can be from the SUbject Vehicle where the vehicle is able to recognize 
the electronic key code associated with that particular vehicle. 

• Electronic Code: "Electronic Code" shall have the meaning used in the definition of 
"key" in 49 CFR § 571.114, S.4. 

• Key: "Key" means the electronic code which, when inserted into the starting system by 
electronic means, enables the vehicle operator to activate the engine or motor [See 49 
CFR § 571.114, S.4]. 

• Key Code Carrying Device (KCCD): "Key Code Carrying Device" means the physical 
device which is capable of electronically transmitting the key to the vehicle starting 
system without physical connection, other than its presence in the vehicle, between the 
device and the vehicle (i.e. the key fob). 

• Starting System: "Starting System" means the vehicle system used in conjunction with 
the key code and the engine/motor start control to activate the engine, motor, or other 
system which provides propulsion to the motor vehicle. 

• Subject Vehicles: "Subject Vehicles" means the vehicles listed after the first paragraph 
of this letter. 

• "Starting the vehicle's motor" means the driver uses the motor start control to turn on 
power is "on" to the motor, resulting in input to the vehicle's wheels and vehicle 
movement as a result of the driver applying the accelerator pedal. 

• "Stopping the vehicle's engine or motor" means the driver uses the engine/motor stop 
control to turn offpower to the engine or motor and no input to the vehicle's wheels or 
vehicle movement will result from the driver application of the accelerator pedal. 

• The tenn "you" or "your" refers to Kia. 

• The singular includes the plural; the plural includes the singular. The masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neutral genders; and the neutral gender includes the masculine 
and feminine genders. "And" as well as "or" shall be construed either disjunctively or 

3 



conjunctively, to bring within the scope of this infonnation request all responses that 
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. "Each" shall be construed to include 
"every" and "every" shall be construed to include "each". "Any" shall be construed to 
include "all" and "all" shall be construed 0 include "any". The use of a verb in any tense 
shall be construed as the use of the verb in a past or present tense, whenever necessary to 
bring within the scope of the document request all responses which might otherwise be 
construed to be outside its scope. 

• The tenn "relate to" or "relating to" means constituting, comprising, containing, setting 
forth, showing, disclosing, describing, explaining, summarizing, concerning, or referring 
to, directly or indirectly. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a natural person means to state hislher full name, 
title, office, present work address and telephone number, and the name, address and 
telephone number ofhislher present or last known employer, if any. once an individual 
has been so identified, he or she may thereafter be identified by name alone so long as 
reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete identity is given. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a person other than a natural person means to state 
its full name and the present or last known address and telephone number of its 
headquarters. Once such a "person" has been so identified, it may thereafter be identified 
by name alone so long as reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete 
identity is given. 

• Other Terms: To the extent that they are used in these information requests, the tenns 
"claim," "consumer complaint," "dealer field report," "field report," "make," "model," 
"model year," "notice," "property damage," "property damage claim," ''type,'' 
"warranty," "warranty adjustment," and "warranty claim," whether used in singular or 
plural form, have the same meaning as found in 49 CFR 579.4. 

Please respond to the following requests. Please repeat the applicable request verbatim above 
each response. Identify the source of the infonnation and indicate the last date the information 
was fathered. Answer each question for each of the Subject Vehicles as well as any other MY 
2013-2014 vehicles identified by Kia that have keyless ignition systems comparable to those in 
any of the Subject Vehicles. If any vehicles share the same starting system, they may be grouped 
together when responding. When grouping vehicles for responses please list all vehicles(by 
model year, make, and model) that each response is for. 

1. For each of the subject vehicles, state the date when a starting system that allows the use 
of an electronic key fob (Key Code Carrying Device) was first introduced in production 
and state the number of vehicles manufactured by or for your company with that starting 
system for sale in the U.S. from that date through the date of your response to this letter, 
broken down by model year. 
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2. Separately, for each of the Subject Vehicles, explain the operation of the starting system. 
Include in your response, the location and operation of the key code carrying device and 
the engine/motor start/stop device. 

3. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is started. Include in your 
response where the electronic key code is sent (i.e. immobilizer or engine control unit 
("ECU")), the path the electronic key code takes to enable the driver to start the 
engine/motor (include a diagram showing the components and how they "connect" to each 
other), at what point the electronic key code is considered inserted into the starting system, 
and what conditions need to remain for the electronic key code to remain inserted. 

a. If the driver remained present in the vehicle, but the KCCD is removed from the 
vehicle after the vehicle's engine/motor is stopped, can the engine/motor be 
restarted using the original electronic key code described in item 3 above? If your 
response is yes, for what period of time, and/or for what number of attempts is 
this possible? 

4. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is stopped or turned off. 
Include in your response, how hard and long the driver must press the start/stop button, to 
which device the code or other electrical signal is sent (i.e., immobilizer or engine control 
unit ("ECU")), and which devices are turned off or deactivated by the ECU (i.e., starter, 
fuel pump, fuel injection system, etc.). Specify when exactly those devices are turned off 
or deactivated (i.e. after the engine/motor stop control is pressed to turn off the 
engine/motor, after the driver's door is opened, etc.) 

a. Describe any operating conditions during which the driver cannot stop or turn off 
the engine/motor by using the stop control. These conditions may include, for 
example, the vehicle's transmission is not in "park" or the vehicle's speed is 
almost zero mph (or less than a certain speed). 

5. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, describe how the starting system operates in 
the following scenarios referencing the descriptions provided in your response to item 1 . 
In each scenario, indicate when the electronic key code is first present in the Subject 
Vehicles, when it is recognized by the Subject Vehicles. In each scenario, describe when 
it is deactivated (engine/motor can no longer be started), and when it is purged from the 
Subject Vehicles, including the number of seconds it remains activated, if at all, after the 
driver turns the starting system off. In addition, in each scenario below, identify all 
audible and visual alerts made by the Subject Vehicles, specifically stating at what point 
each alert is made, what event triggered each alert, what event or factor each alert is 
intended to warn the driver of, and the length/duration (audible) or location/wording 
(viSUal) of each alert: 
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a) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) while the transmission control is in the "park" position. 
The Subject Vehicle's ignition is turned off (activates the propulsion on/off 
control). The driver exits the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his 
person and moves outside of the effective range. 

b) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle 
is then turned off (activates the propulsion on/off control). The driver exits the 
Subject Vehicle leaving the key code carrying device in the Subject Vehicle. 

c) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propUlsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject 
Vehicle's engine/motor is then turned off (activates the propulsion system on/off 
control) with the transmission still in "drive". One minute elapses, after which 
the driver opens the driver's door and exits the Subject Vehicle, taking the key 
code carrying device with him outside of the effective range. 

Provide responses for the following questions if they have not been previously answered. If 
the question has been previously answered, identify specifically, by question number and by 
line, where the response was previously provided: 

6. Describe the circumstances under which the electronic code is purged or removed from 
the Subject Vehicles and/or is no longer recognized by the vehicle. Include in your 
response, where the key code carrying device must be located in terms of distance from 
the vehicle and how much time must have elapsed after the vehicle's engine/motor is 
turned off in order for the electronic key code to be purged or removed from the Subject 
Vehicles'memory. 

7. What is the maximum effective range of the key code carrying device allowed for the 
electronic key code to be recognized by the Subject Vehicles? Explain the Subject 
Vehicles' response to the electronic code when they key code carrying device is moved 
beyond the maximum effective range. 

8. Produce a copy of Kia's complete test procedure and test report concerning FMVSS No. 
114 applicable to the Subject Vehicles. Produce all results of Kia's testing of the Subject 
Vehicles related to FMVSS No. 114 as well as copies of Kia's internal sign off sheet(s) 
indicating compliance with FMVSS No. 114. Produce a copy of Kia's complete test 
procedure concerning FMVSS No. 114 for the Subject Vehicles as it was provided to the 
manufacturer of the Subject Vehicles' starting system. 
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9. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, state the number of each of the following 
received by or of which Kia is otherwise aware, which relate to or may relate to the 
starting system in the Subject Vehicles: 

a) Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators; 

b) Field reports, including, but not limited to field technical reports and dealer 
field reports; 

c) Reports involving a crash, injury, or fatality; 

d) Property damage claims; 

e) Warrantee claims; 

f) Third-party arbitration proceedings where Kia is or was a party to the 
arbitration; 

g) Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which Kia is or was defendant or 
codefendant; and, 

h) Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs) provided to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.) and received or otherwise obtained by 
Kia. 

If Kia cannot respond to any specific request or sUbpart(s) thereof, please state the reason why it 
is unable to do so. If on the basis of attorney-client, attorney work product, or other privilege, 
Kia does not submit one or more requested documents or items of information in response to this 
information request, Kia must provide a privilege log identifying each document or item 
withheld, and stating the date, subject or title, the name and position of the person(s) from, and 
the person(s) to whom it was sent, and the name and position of any other recipient (to include 
all carbon copies or blind carbon copies), the nature of that information or material, and the basis 
for the claim of privilege and why that privilege applies. 

The information requests set forth above are sent to Kia pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30166, which 
authorizes NHTSA to conduct any investigation.that may be necessary to enforce Chapter 301 of 
Title 49 and to require a manufacturer to make reports to NHTSA. It constitutes a new request 
for a report. A timely and complete response by Kia is required. Kia's failure to respond 
promptly and fully to such a request could subject Kia to civil penalties pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 
§ 30165 or lead to an action for injunctive relief pursuant to 49 U.S.c. § 30163. Under 49 
U.S.C. § 30165(a)(3), any person who violates 49 U. S. C. § 30166 is liable for penalties up to 
and including $7,000 per day for failure to provide requested information. The maximum for a 
related series of violations is currently $17,350,000.49 C.F.R.§ 578.6(a)(3). Other remedies and 
sanctions are available as well. 
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Additionally, we are requesting information to improve our understanding of the design 
standards and safety strategies that your company has in place to address the potential safety 
risks that may be present with push button start/stop vehicles. Your response to the following 
questions is optional: 

10. What safety information does Kia request its dealership personnel to provide to 
customers purchasing a new or used vehicle with push button start/stop? 

11. What safety information does Kia directly provide to a customer purchasing a new or 
used vehicle with push button start/stop, and through what means (i.e., owner's manual) is this 
information provided or communicated? 

The address for mail or express delivery is: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance (NVS-22I), Room W43-496, 1200 New Jersey Avenue 
SE, Washington, DC 20590. All business confidential information must be submitted 
directly to the Office of Chief Counsel as described in the following paragraph and should 
not be sent to this office. In addition, do not submit any business confidential information in 
the body of the letter submitted to this office. Please refer to OA-114-140115G in Kia's 
response to this letter and in any confidentiality request submitted to the Office of Chief 
Counsel. Kia's response to this IR is due no later than 30 calendar days from the date indicated 
on this letter. If Kia finds that it is unable to provide all of the information requested within the 
time allotted, Kia must request an extension from Amina Fisher of my staff at (202) 366-5307 no 
later than five (5) business days before the response due date. If Kia is unable to provide all of 
the information requested by the original deadline, it must submit a partial response by the 
original deadline with whatever information Kia then has available, even if an extension has 
been granted. 
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If you have any technical questions concerning this matter, please call Amina Fisher of my staff 
at (202) 366-5307. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Harry Thompson 
Chief, Crash A voidance Division 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance 

Enclosure - Data Sheets from field inspections 
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FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE os 20 IJ, 

VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _2_o_I~~ ________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE --=-)<;.....;CJ.'--___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL Op+;'f't1tJl. Ej. 
--~--------------------------

VIN .. sx,xc....,,.,A"~J7~"5:!1 

Automatic transmission (confirm) E:J YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

P"'-;Ci"" i;~ 
p".IU~;1t l?-t1 fob 

o NO 

PG 1 of 2 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe 0 NO o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait -30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 
VISUAL I 

Interior 
dB level : lit ",e, Location: 

c.1~n.. ... 
GdC'6f'b 

Duration: 11 S«. 
Exterior 

dB level: 
Duration: 

W d ~. "D ~tiO'll. 
or i ng: v n·ft tl1 f p.&i'" .", 

~I","~ for 10 .su. 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off @"""NO change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
{Complete 6.1} 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE 1 

dB level : v'l. cAe, Location: oJ~ 
Duration: 17 ~c. 

VISUAL 

dB level : "'0 A.) E Duration: 

Wording: S),:fy. 1t> -p ~Tirm 

~;~I~~ fo... 10 $U.. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ 20_1_~ __ ~_· _",_O_pf_;",,_o. __ E_l( _________ _ 
PG 2 of 2 

I'VIiAS;on .? 
'" wI -t ... IU?$ ... ·.5i..... ru>t 111 ev.t: 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLE1 

Interior 
dB level: (pt. ~e, 

Duration: 17 SeC. 

Exterior 
dB level: 71 ~B 

Duration: 1 S«c. 

VISUAL 

Location: cJ«Sh.r 

Wording: 5n.'ft hi "P POS;ho", 

c;ti apl~ for 10 6", 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park ~ 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle 201 ~ K.. .. ~ :)0«.1 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE _D_S_2_0 __ '~ __________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _t._O_'_~ _________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE .....uK","",; OI..~ ___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL 50(.1./ 
--~~----------------

VIN \I:.~P')"'2A""1D7 7 ('7 0 ,~ 

Automatic transmission (confirm) [2( YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type] 

P'DlCjYYlj~ ~ {O'" 

Is there an installed rol/away prevention feature? 

o NO 

[2( YES, describe 0 NO 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 2 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down drivers window; tum radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dBlevef: 'i1-c.jS 0(& Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off [2('NO change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level: .." - "/6 of& Location: -61~q..... C.11A5+-U" 

Duration: 10 ~c. 

Wording: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ Z_O_'_~ __ K_i_,,"_5_o_w ___________ _ 
PG 2 of 2 

mi5J5ion. 
"' J<> / t"r ATI.5~: s& ... I'tb+ ;n 'PAIl: 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 

Interior 

Exterior 

door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level : "II - '16 ole. 
Duration: ,0 ~ 

dB level: 77 "'8 
Duration: .5 St(;. 

AUDIBLE! VISUAL 

Location: cl~5ft..r 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0'" 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES· Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park D 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE ____ [)_'a'_O_5 __ J~ ________ _ 

VEHICLE IVIODEL YEAR _'2-=--()-=--I~'1 _________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE -L.}<-'.:i-==="''---___________ _ 
VEHICLE MODEL --=6:..-o_,_&nt'o'---_________ _ 

VIN 5xf( "TeA"" E Go"fc, '10'17 CtZ.Ol"I "i 200 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 0 YES 0 NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

~D)(;m"~ k-:1 fob 

PG 1 of 2 . 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0 YES, describe [3'No 
11.0 auh> ~";fr tz, pArK feCI. 12.uc. ot.:sc I'"j):,u;( 

o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter ve~icle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level : ~5 016 
Duration: 10 sc.c. 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: c:J~,. 

Wording: 51-lift n. .. P" pe>:5it"iOYl 

oLi!!>plOUjeo( J;., z 6c.c. 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off WNo change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to stiff be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE1 

dB level: Location: c.ICII,5h,.,. 

Duration: 

VISUAL 

Wording: 

dB level: 
)(~ ~t- in ... ,...,eo""h,.;. .. Cf""' ........ 

vtJ?~f. 

Duration : 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle 201'1 J(,'(A. Donn", 
PG 2 of 2 

6.1 

Interior 

Exterior 

.1' 1oJ/ +""'111.$""~" l'f~of;1'\ 'P_1e. 
Start vehicle then turn vehicle ott; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: u~ 0(8 
Duration: 10 SU-

dB level: 77 ~8 
Duration: 5 ~ 

AUDIBLE1 
VISUAL 

Location: cJlA.5tu' 

Wording: .shift- 11> 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required [2( 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



U.S. Department 
of Transportation 

National Highway 
Traffic Safety 
Administration 

E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Ms. Tracy Woodard 
Director 
Government Affairs Office 
Nissan North America, Inc. 
One N issan Way 
PO Box 685001 
Franklin, TN 37068-5001 

Re: Model Year 2013 and 2014 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear Ms. Woodard: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington , DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 

NVS-221AFi 
OA-114-140115D 

The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration ("NHTSA") investigated vehicles manufactured by Nissan North America 
to the requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, Theft 
Protection and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571.114. Testing took place at Herb 
Gordon Nissan, in Silver Spring, Maryland on August 21, ,2013. 

MY Make Model 
2013 Nissan Cube 
2013 Nissan Juke 
2013 Nissan Murano 
2014 Nissan Altima 
2014 Nissan Sentra 
2014 Nissan Versa Note 

OVSC performed tests using scenarios developed according to how we believed 
consumers could use vehicles equipped with KCCDs, focusing on Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 49 
CFR § 571.114. Since these systems operate differently depending on the manufacturer and, in 
some cases, the model, we ask that you review the results we obtained. In answering the items 
below, include any differences noted should your company conduct similar tests and the possible 
reasons for those differences. 

***** NHTSA 
wvvw,nhrsa.goy 



Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following definitions apply to the information 
request set forth below: 

• Manufacturer: ''Nissan'' "you", or "your" means Nissan including all of its divisions, 
subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises, including with respect to any of the foregoing 
within or outside of the United States, any parent corporation, any subsidiary or affiliate, 
or any subsidiary or affiliate of any parent corporation, and all of their headquarters, 
regional, zone and other offices and their employees, and all agents, contractors, 
consultants, attorneys and law firms and other persons engaged directly or indirectly 
(e.g., employee of a consultant) by or lUlder the control ofNissan. 

• Document(s): "Document(s)" is used in the broadest sense of the word and shall mean 
all original written, printed, typed, recorded, or graphic matter whatsoever, however 
produced or reproduced, of every kind, nature, and description, and all non-identical 
copies of both sides thereof, including, but not limited to, papers, letters, memoranda, 
correspondence, commlUlications, electronic mail (e-mail) messages (existing in hard 
copy and/or in electronic storage), faxes, telegrams, cables, telex messages, notes, 
annotations, working papers, drafts, minutes, records, audio and video recordings, data, 
databases, other information bases, summaries, charts, tables, graphics, other visual 
displays, photographs, statements, interviews, opinions, reports, newspaper articles, 
studies, analyses, evaluations, interpretations, contracts, agreements, jottings, agendas, 
bulletins, notices, annolUlcements, instructions, blueprints, drawings, as-builts, changes, 
manuals, publications, work schedules, journals, statistical data, desk, portable and 
computer calendars, appointment books, diaries, travel reports, lists, tabulations, 
computer printouts, data processing program libraries, data processing inputs and outputs, 
microfilms, microfiches, statements for services, resolutions, financial statements, 
governmental records, business records, personnel records, work orders, pleadings, 
discovery in any form, affidavits, motions, responses to discovery, all transcripts, 
administrative findings and all mechanical, magnetic, photographic and electronic 
records or recordings of any kind, including any storage media associated with 
computers, including, but not limited to, information on hard drives, CD-ROMs, compact 
disks, floppy disks, backup tapes, and zip drives, electronic communications, including 
but not limited to, the Internet and shall include any drafts or revisions pertaining to any 
of the foregoing, all other things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated by 
you, any other data compilations from which information can be obtained, translated if 
necessary, into a usable form and any other documents. For purposes of this request, any 
document that contains any note, comment, addition, deletion, insertion, annotation, or 
otherwise comprises a non-identical copy of another document shall be treated as a 
separate document subject to production. In all cases where original and any non
identical copies are not available, "docurnent(s)" also means any identical copies of the 
original and all non-identical copies thereof. Any document, record, graph, chart, film or 
photograph originally produced in color must be provided in color. The term "document" 
includes all documents described above whether verified by the manufacturer or not. 

• Consumer Complaint: A "consumer complaint" is defined as a commlUlication of any 
kind made by a consumer (or other person) to or with a manufacturer addressed to the 
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company, an officer thereof, or an entity thereof that handles consumer matters, a 
manufacturer website that receives consumer complaints, a manufacturer electronic mail 
system that receives such' information at the corporate level, or that are otherwise 
received by a unit within the manufacturer that receives consumer inquiries or 
complaints, including telephonic complaints, expressing dissatisfaction with a product, or 
relating the unsatisfactory performance of a product, or any actual or potential defect in a 
product, or any even that allegedly was caused by any actual or potential defect in a 
product. 

• Effective Range: "Effective Range" means the maximum distance the Key Code 
Carrying Device can be from the Subject Vehicle where the vehicle is able to recognize 
the electronic key code associated with that particular vehicle. 

• Electronic Code: "Electronic Code" shall have the meaning used in the defInition of 
"key" in 49 CFR § 571.114, SA. 

• Key: "Key" means the electronic code which, when inserted into the starting system by 
electronic means, enables the vehicle operator to activate the engine or motor [See 49 
CFR § 571.114, SA]. 

• Key Code Carrying Device (KCeD): "Key Code Carrying Device" means the physical 
device which is capable of electronically transmitting the key to the vehicle starting 
system without physical connection, other than its presence in the vehicle, between the 
device and the vehicle (i.e. the key fob). 

. 
• Starting System: "Starting System" means the vehicle system used in conjunction with 

the key code and the engine/motor start control to activate the engine, motor, or other 
system which provides propulsion to the motor vehicle. 

• Subject Vehicles: "Subject Vehicles" means the vehicles listed after the fIrst paragraph 
of this letter. 

• "Starting the vehicle's motor" means the driver uses the motor start control to turn on 
power is "on" to the motor, resulting in input to the vehicle's wheels and vehicle 
movement as a result of the driver applying the accelerator pedal. 

• "Stopping the vehicle's engine or motor" means the driver uses the engine/motor stop 
control to turn off power to the engine or motor and no input to the vehicle's wheels or 
vehicle movement will result from the driver application of the accelerator pedal. 

• The term "you" or "your" refers to Nissan. 

• The singular includes the plural; the plural includes the singular. The masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neutral genders; and the neutral gender includes the masculine 
and feminine genders. "And" as well as "or" shall be construed either disjunctively or 
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conjunctively, to bring within the scope of this information request all responses that 
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. "Each" shall be construed to include 
"every" and "every" shall be construed to include "each". "Any" shall be construed to 
include "all" and "all" shall be construed 0 include "any". The use of a verb in any tense 
shall be construed as the use of the verb in a past or present tense, whenever necessary to 
bring within the scope of the document request all responses which might otherwise be 
construed to be outside its scope. 

• The term "relate to" or "relating to" means constituting, comprising, containing, setting 
forth, showing, disclosing, describing, explaining, summarizing, concerning, or referring 
to, directly or indirectly. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a natural person means to state hislher full name, 
title, office, present work address and telephone number, and the name, address and 
telephone number ofhislher present or last known employer, if any. once an individual 
has been so identified, he or she may thereafter be identified by name alone so long as 
reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete identity is given. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a person other than a natural person means to state 
its full name and the present or last known address and telephone number of its 
headquarters. Once such a "person" has been so identified, it may thereafter be identified 
by name alone so long as reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete 
identity is given. 

• Other Terms: To the extent that they are used in these information requests, the terms 
"claim," "consumer complaint," "dealer field report," "field report," "make," "model," 
"model year," "notice," "property damage," "property damage claiIn," '<type," 
"warranty," ''warranty adjustment," and ''warranty claim," whether used in singular or 
plural form, have the same meaning as found in 49 CFR 579.4. 

Please respond to the following requests. Please repeat the applicable request verbatim above 
each response. Identify the source of the information and indicate the last date the information 
was fathered. Answer each question for each of the Subject Vehicles as well as any other MY 
2013-2014 vehicles identified by Nissan that have keyless ignition systems comparable to those 
in any of the Subj ect Vehicles. If any vehicles share the same starting system, they may be 
grouped together when responding. When grouping vehicles for responses please list all 
vehicles (by model year, make, and model) that each response is for. 

1. For each of the subject vehicles, state the date when a starting system that allows the use 
of an electronic key fob (Key Code Carrying Device) was first introduced in production 
and state the number of vehicles manufactured by or for your company with that starting 
system for sale in the U.S. from that date through the date of your response to this letter, 
broken down by model year. 
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2. Separately, for each of the Subj ect Vehicles, explain the operation of the starting system. 
Include in your response, the location and operation of the key code carrying device and 
the engine/motor start/stop device. 

3. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is started. Include in your 
response where the electronic key code is sent (i.e. immobilizer or engine control unit 
("ECU")), the path the electronic key code takes to enable the driver to start the 
engine/motor (include a diagram showing the components and how they "connect" to each 
other), at what point the electronic key code is considered inserted into the starting system, 
and what conditions need to remain for the electronic key code to remain inserted. 

a. If the driver remained present in the vehicle, but the KCCD is removed from the 
vehicle after the vehicle's engine/motor is stopped, can the engine/motor be 
restarted using the original electronic key code described in item 3 above? If your 
response is yes, for what period oftime, and/or for what number of attempts is 
this possible? 

4. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is stopped or turned off. 
Include in your response, how hard and long the driver must press the start/stop button, to 
which device the code or other electrical signal is sent (i.e., immobilizer or engine control 
unit ("ECU")), and which devices are turned off or deactivated by the ECU (Le., starter, 
fuel pump, fuel injection system, etc.). Specify when exactly those devices are turned off 
or deactivated (i.e. after the engine/motor stop control is pressed to tum off the 
engine/motor, after the driver's door is opened, etc.) 

a. Describe any operating conditions during which the driver cannot stop or turn off 
the engine/motor by using the stop control. These conditions may include, for 
example, the vehicle's transmission is not in "park" or the vehicle's speed is 
almost zero mph (or less than a certain speed). 

5. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, describe how the starting system operates in 
the following scenarios referencing the descriptions provided in your response to item 1 . 
In each scenario, indicate when the electronic key code is first present in the Subject 
Vehicles, when it is recognized by the Subject Vehicles. In each scenario, describe when 
it is deactivated (engine/motor can no longer be started), and when it is purged from the 
Subject Vehicles, including the number of seconds it remains activated, if at all, after the 
driver turns the starting system off. In addition, in each scenario below, identify all 
audible and visual alerts made by the Subject Vehicles, specifically stating at what point 
each alert is made, what event triggered each alert, what event or factor each alert is 
intended to warn the driver of, and the length/duration (audible) or location/wording 
(visual) of each alert: 
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a) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) while the transmission control is in the "park" position. 
The Subject Vehicle's ignition is turned off (activates the propulsion on/off 
control). The driver exits the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his 
person and moves outside of the effective range. 

b) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle 
is then turned off (activates the propulsion on/off control). The driver exits the 
Subject Vehicle leaving the key code carrying device in the Subject Vehicle. 

c) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject 
Vehicle's engine/motor is then turned off (activates the propulsion system on/off 
control) with the transmission still in "drive". One minute elapses, after which 
the driver opens the driver's door and exits the Subject Vehicle, taking the key 
code carrying device with him outside of the effective range. 

Provide responses for the following questions if they have not been previously answered. If 
the question has been previously answered, identify specifically, by question number and by 
line, where the response was previously provided: 

6. Describe the circumstances under which the electronic code is purged or removed from 
the Subject Vehicles and/or is no longer recognized by the vehicle. Include in your 
response, where the key code carrying device must be located in terms of distance from 
the vehicle and how much time must have elapsed after the vehicle's engine/motor is 
turned off in order for the electronic key code to be purged or removed from the Subject 
Vehicles' memory. 

7. What is the maximum effective range of the key code carrying device allowed for the 
electronic key code to be recognized by the Subject Vehicles? Explain the Subject 
Vehicles' response to the electronic code when they key code carrying device is moved 
beyond the maximum effective range. 

8. Produce a copy ofNissan's complete test procedure and test report concerning FMVSS 
No. 114 applicable to the Subject Vehicles. Produce all results ofNissan's testing of the 
Subject Vehicles related to FMVSS No. 114 as well as copies of Nissan's internal sign off 
sheet(s) indicating compliance with FMVSS No. 114. Produce a copy ofNissan's 
complete test procedure concerning FMVSS No. 114 for the Subject Vehicles as it was 
provided to the manufacturer of the Subject Vehicles' starting system. 
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9. Separately for each of the Subj ect Vehicles, state the number of each of the following 
received by or of which Nissan is otherwise aware, which relate to or may relate to the 
starting system in the Subject Vehicles: 

a) Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators; 

b) Field reports, including, but not limited to field technical reports and dealer 
field reports; 

c) Reports involving a crash, injury, or fatality; 

d) Property damage claims; 

e) Warrantee claims; 

f) Third-party arbitration proceedings where Nissan is or was a party to the 
arbitration; 

g) Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which Nissan is or was defendant or 
codefendant; and, 

h) Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs) provided to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.) and received or otherwise obtained by 
Nissan. 

If Nissan cannot respond to any specific request or sUbpart(s) thereof, please state the reason why 
it is unable to do so. If on the basis of attorney-client, attorney work product, or other privilege, 
Nissan does not submit one or more requested documents or items of information in response to 
this information request, Nissan must provide a privilege log identifying each document or item 
withheld, and stating the date, subject or title, the name and position of the person(s) from, and 
the person(s) to whom it was sent, and the name and position of any other recipient (to include 
all carbon copies or blind carbon copies), the nature of that information or material, and the basis 
for the claim of privilege and why that privilege applies. 

The information requests set forth above are sent to Nissan pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30166, which 
authorizes NHTSA to conduct any investigation that may be necessary to enforce Chapter 301 of 
Title 49 and to require a manufacturer to make reports to NHTSA. It constitutes a new request 
for a report. A timely and complete response by Nissan is required. Nissan's failure to respond 
promptly and fully to such a request could subject Nissan to civil penalties pursuant to 49 u.s.c. 
§ 30165 or lead to an action for injunctive relief pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30163. Under 49 
U.S.c. § 30165(a)(3), any person who violates 49 U. S. C. § 30166 is liable for penalties up to 
and including $7,000 per day for failure to provide requested information. The maximum for a 
related series of violations is currently $17,350,000.49 C.F.R.§ 578.6(a)(3). Other remedies and 
sanctions are available as well. 
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Additionally, we are requesting information to improve our understanding of the design 
standards and safety strategies that your company has in place to address the potential safety 
risks that may be present with push button start/stop vehicles. Your response to the following 
questions is optional: 

10. What safety information does Nissan request its dealership personnel to provide to 
customers purchasing a new or used vehicle with push button start/stop? 

11. What safety information does Nissan directly provide to a customer purchasing a new or 
used vehicle with push button start/stop, and through what means (i.e., owner's manual) is this 
information provided or communicated? 

The address for mail or express delivery is: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance (NVS-221), Room W43-4%, 1200 New Jersey Avenue 
SE, Washington, DC 20590. All business confidential information must be submitted 
directly to the Office of Chief Counsel as described in the following paragraph and should 
not be sent to this office. In addition, do not submit any business confidential information in 
the body of the letter submitted to this office. Please refer to OA-114-140115D in Nissan's 
response to this letter and in any confidentiality request submitted to the Office of Chief 
Counsel. Nissan's response to this IR is due no later than 30 calendar days from the date 
indicated on this letter. IfNissan finds that it is unable to provide all of the information 
requested within the time allotted, Nissan must request an extension from Amina Fisher of my 
staff at (202) 366-5307 no later than five (5) business days before the response due date. If 
Nissan is unable to provide all of the information requested by the original deadline, it must 
submit a partial response by the original deadline with whatever information Nissan then has 
available, even if an extension has been granted. 

If you have any technical questions concerning this matter, please call Amina Fisher of my staff 
at (202) 366-5307. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Thompson 
Chief, Crash Avoidance Division 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance 

Enclosure - Data Sheets from field inspections 
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Vehicle __ Z_o_,~ __ A)_;_:.o_tl1l __ ~_-__ Sl. ________ _ 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE _MS __ Z_' ____________ _ 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _2o_'~~ _________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE -..O..:A)=jf,;,:~~.., ___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL ..:C:;..;."'_l,t.--.:....-_S_L _________ _ 

VIN JIV'aAZ2."2c"OT~"27 

Automatic transmission (confirm} 0'" YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

f'l"CX;rrl~ l.ct1 ~ 

o NO 

PG 1 of 2 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0'" YES, describe 0 NO 0 UNSURE 
1N. "'e.n;e.l~ ean ""Dr be. tw,,* off IUlIus ~ .fr'aJ1~-"S5;t>n /$ ill 1Jw P O~ J.) f'Oeimm 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature} Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: ~.tB 
Duration: conti n~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

Location: d~r 

Wording: 

If an audible alert sounds does the r~ volume change? 
o Reduced volume !ZI Radio turns off o No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated . 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level: c,'t cl(!> 
Duration: 

dB level: 

Location: cl<-,6t"t-r 

Wording: l' 
s)';f, t 

VISUAL 

Duration: CrCl~t tI~\ 1~ 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ 20_I-=:.~_J.J~;_S_5_q,n_C_~-=--_S_L. _______ _ 
PG 2 of 2 

6.1 

Interior 

.; ">/ t'rA1l$m~.n not itt. Petrie 
Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: (Pet ~S 

Duration: CO"";Y'I"~S 

AUDIBlE1 
VISUAL 

Location: cif4etc.r 

Exterior + ",ne, 6pUc(~ up ""~ . 

dB level: (gel c(@, ot""Y'C.I' Uj't~ 
Wording: 

Duration: Ccm+i"",~~ 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0' 
NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model. and size 



Vehicle U>/~ .oi.!6An Jtac. !>L 
--~~~~~~~~--------------

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 0'9 2.1 I~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _Z_O_/~=----,-_______ __ 

VEHICLE MAKE -.£,;10""",i!.S=,,.,,~ __________ _ 
VEHICLE MODEL cJ,,)(& 6L 

~---------------------------VIN JAJ~AF5M".5DTn6t>Je, 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 0" YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

p'o)(jm"~ ~ foo 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe 0 NO 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 2 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait "'30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: ,2,J ale. location: cll4!1H,,. 
Duration: COYlti.,loItlCAfI 

Exterior Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the r~ volume change? 
o Reduced volume ~ Radio turns off o No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle D 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: $1 Dtf> 
Duration: 'C>1l+ivIlA()~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBlE1 

location: C;1(.4~t..f' 

Wording: ? 
5"hfr t 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle 2(>J~ }.)j~.,. J...tt.. 5L 
PG 2 of 2 

6.1 
, ~/ tt'liVl&miSS:t>n ~t ;n, ?o.rJc. 

Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again . TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLEl 
VISUAL 

Interior 

dB level: 1.1 c(~ location: cl~ 
Duration: eoro..f'; f\"f>'4~ 

Exterior ... hm& 6pc«J(~ ... p wnen e>l,ivu Wording: 
dB level: (,'S' ole. ~/~ 

"'~~Ii Duration: CDn.nn,,~~ 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent fa9ure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required f2f . 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle 2ol~ A>i~sc:u"l ,AI{ "" .. ~ 
PG 1 of 2 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollawav Prevention 

~J 

TEST DATE O'a K ,~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR -=20,,-'~-=--_________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE .--.:.A)~;S;.;:S;.:.A~rI,--__________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL _M~"'~M_O __________ _ 
VIN vtJ'iS~:tIMOt>Wc>OW~1 50'4 

Automatic transmission (confirm) ~ YES o NO 

Activation of starting system (include key type) 
:?-.. ' ., '''e pt'lI't(imi,::) l4tJ fob 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe 0 NO o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shlft to Drive; release Parking Brake 

3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 

4 Turn vehicle off; wait N30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: tlo d~ location: C'I.t!otv' 
Duration: 

Exterior Wording: 

dB level: 

Duration; 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? o Reduced volume 0' Radio turns off 0 No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated . 

(nterior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code daes not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level: 

Duration: 

dB level: 

Duration: 

location: c1~ 

Wording: rf "-'''';rIOj 

-p 
~n.ft 1-

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle __ t._()_'~ __ JJ_;_~_CI1'I __ .u_IA.'I_iIIU'I_O __________ _ 
PG 2 of2 

" 111)/ +rAnsm;6S;cm rto+;" 'PArle 
6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 

Interior 

door. Describe any alerts activated . 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level : ~ 4IIS 
Duration: con-l-;)1c.(OI.tC> 

VISUAL 

location: c./c.(~ 

Exterior ~ tonc- ~~ ~ ""my') Wording: 
dB level' ~~ olf:, o&;.",r. . c.~lr~ 

Duration: COrl~;ll/'('OL1.~ 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

VES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have Shifted to park 
as required 0'" 
NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake light} 

VES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE ot ZI I~ 

VEHICLE MODel YEAR _20/_'f _________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE ---.;.}.).;;....'T·~~"'-'--------------
VEHICLE MODEL _h..:...._·"I'I_Dl __________ _ 
VIN :&D&ItIo_ .. t.%6'''''A~ lN~Aa.~PU lI!>(,(ICI 

Automatic transmission (confirm) r2r YES 0 NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prcn<;mi~ ~ pb 

PG 1 of 2 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? IZr YES, describe 0 NO 0 UNSURE 
11u "'cl'!idt. c:"',., fU1t .", twnepl off ~ 11u NlN'IOmi6s;o,,-, i~ ;" ~ 'P., IV po~~ 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shih to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature} Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

AUDIBlE1 

dB level: (90 ot~ 
Duration: cont1,,£,(o«~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

VISUAL 

location: el",,s,t"t.I" 

Wording: 

If an audible alert sounds does the ra~ volume change? 
o Reduced volume ILl Radio turns off o No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: lIf:> otf> 
Duration: GOl'1hl'l~c.t~ 

dB level: A.>o.uE 
Duration: 

AUDIBLEl 

Location: cJu.s.tc. ... 

Wording: p 
S)1:ft l' 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle tOI'l .ui5~ klf:mo.. 
----------~----------------

PG 2of2 

6.1 . . 'I ">/ t"'AnIJI'YI;~;t>1t. tU>'t ita. 'PAT'" 
Start vehIcle then turn vehIcle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBlE1 
VISUAL 

Interior 
dB level: (,~ ot & location: c.lw,Sow 
Duration: e.ortn nM~~ 

Exterior -+ Ant $puol~ ~ ~ J.r:-hr Wording: 
dB level: (P'i CllB (.~~ '1U\ic.l(. 

Duration: co.~'I1,..I4.t>~~ 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent fajlure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0' 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have Duto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

---------------------------J 



Vehicle Zor~ ).)j"SQ.~ OU\tM, ElL. 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 0'1J t I J'!I 
VEH IClE MODEL YEAR ....;U=--,'!"--________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE -=JJ...:..;~=:..:..n __________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL O&rm"" 51.. ------------------------------VIN iIJIJc67AP(,DL69'l'ltf., 

Automatic transmission (confirm) [2( YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prb~im"~ ~ fob 
plA9l J,cdftm 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe D NO 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 2 

D UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

AUDIBLE1 

dB level: ,5q d & 
Duration: eotl." ... ~ 

dB level: 
Duration: 

NOA,)'S. 

VISUAL 

Location: clu.e.h."(" 

Wording: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume [2( Radio turns off D No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLEl 

dB level: 91 orB 
Duration: C.D¥\'ti~N::>U.~ 

Exterior 

Location: c-l ",6 t"t.t' 

Wording: p 
dB level: 
Duration: 

00-'>1: 5*1' 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 2 
Vehicle 20':; )Jj&~n 5U1h-a, ~L. 

" ..,/ f"t.,...,srn;~;6J1l ~..,. ;rt. "PN'Ii: 
6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait "'30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 

door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBlE1 

Interior 

dB level: Set ol& 
Duration: CO~nl"/l4.D£t~ 

Exterior ...." foJ'lt. spc.uh. ""P wht.n 

dB level: "'15 011& "(t'ivu ~i~ 
Duration: u>MlJ'lIlUlC4!:. 

Location: 

Wording: 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

VISUAL 

I 

YES-- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and RolJaway Prevention 

TEST DATE _O_'i1_t_, _J~~ ___________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _ZO_I_'i'--________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE .......c.>A)t:....i-.::.Soeel,:::..:....;;~.:.._ __________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL Yt.r&" )JDtf., 
--~--------------------------VIN :!tt.)l c.~tc.P!Je ... .ss(,!Oo 

Automatic transmission (confirm) rzr YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

1't'~;.ffl~ .t'Cd fob 

o NO 

PG 1 of 2 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0' YES, describe 0 NO 0 UNSURE 
7m YLhiclc. CAn rW ~ fwrted ~ WIle" .,~ ~ ~5Si"" ; & i" of'N J:' Or' It) f'O&iHnl 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDlBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: (p:, 01& location: clc.c..!>kr 
Duration: 

Exterior 
dB level: 

Wording: ?.to 
Shift -, 

Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the ra!9- volume change? 
o Reduced volume I!l Radio turns off o No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE1 

dB level: C,5 018 
Duration: C.Ol'lt; t'I~()~!. 

dB level: 
JoJOJJ& 

Duration: 

Location: o'wSn.r 

Wording: 'P 
5),;f,- l' 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 
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6.1 
" wi +r .. n6miSS;0It lief in PilrlC. 

Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLE! VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level : (p~ 01& location: ~'u&ftr 
Duration: COYlt)nKO"'-~ 

Exterior ..:p n,~ Spt«>t~ lAp wku'I otri.,.[, Wording: 'P 
dB level: uc& c( ~ f.)ij~ t"e.nJcJt 5h.ft. l' 
Duration: CDI'1I':~&.CDCtS 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent fajlure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required 0" 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Pork 0 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



U.S. Department 
of Transportation 

National Highway 
Traffic Safety 
Administration 

E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

John Frooshani 
Safety Activities Manager 

. Government Relations 
Subaru of America, Inc.! FUSA 
5950 Symphony Woods Drive Suite 410 
Columbia, MD 21044 

Re: Model Year 2013 and 2014 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear Mr. Frooshani: 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington. DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 

NVS-221AFi 
OA-114-140115E 

The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (''NHTSA'') investigated vehicles manufactured by Subaru to the 
requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, Theft Protection 
and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571.114. Testing took place at Fitz Auto Mall, in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland on August 29,2013. 

MY Make Model 
2013 Subaru BRZ 
2013 Subaru Forester 

OVSC performed tests using scenarios developed according to how we believed 
consumers could use vehicles equipped with KCCDs, focusing on Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 49 
CFR § 571.114. Since these systems operate differently depending on the manufacturer and, in 
some cases, the model, we ask that you review the results we obtained. In answering the items 
below, include any differences noted should your company conduct similar tests and the possible 
reasons for those differences. 

***** NHTSA 
www.nhrsa.go\' 



Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following definitions apply to the information 
request set forth below: 

• Manufacturer: "Subaru" "you", or "your" means Subaru including all of its divisions, 
subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises, including with respect to any of the foregoing 
within or outside of the United States, any parent corporation, any subsidiary or affiliate, 
or any subsidiary or affiliate of any parent corporation, and all of their headquarters, 
regional, zone and other offices and their employees, and all agents; contractors, 
consultants, attorneys and law firms and other persons engaged directly or indirectly 
(e.g., employee of a consultant) by or under the control of Subaru. 

• Document(s): "Document(s)" is used in the broadest sense of the word and shall mean 
all original written, printed, typed, recorded, or graphic matter whatsoever, however 
produced or reproduced, of every kind, nature, and description, and all non-identical 
copies of both sides thereof, including, but not limited to, papers, letters, memoranda, 
correspondence, communications, electronic mail (e-mail) messages (existing in hard 
copy and/or in electronic storage), faxes, telegrams, cables, telex messages, notes, 
annotations, working papers, drafts, minutes, records, audio and video recordings, data, 
databases, other information bases, summaries, charts, tables, graphics, other visual 
displays, photographs, statements, interviews, opinions, reports, newspaper articles, 
studies, analyses, evaluations, interpretations, contracts, agreements, jottings, agendas, 
bulletins, notices, announcements, instructions, blueprints, drawings, as-builts, changes, 
manuals, publications, work schedules, journals, statistical data, desk, portable and 
computer calendars, appointment books, diaries, travel reports, lists, tabulations, 
computer printouts, data processing program libraries, data processing inputs and outputs, 
microfilms, microfiches, statements for services, resolutions, financial statements, 
governmental records, business records, personnel records, work orders, pleadings, 
discovery in any form, affidavits, motions, responses to discovery, all transcripts, 
administrative findings and all mechanical, magnetic, photographic and electronic 
records or recordings of any kind, including any storage media associated with 
computers, including, but not limited to, information on hard drives, CD-ROMs, compact 
disks, floppy disks, backup tapes, and zip drives, electronic communications, including 
but not limited to, the Internet and shall include any drafts or revisions pertaining to any 
of the foregoing, all other things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated by 
you, any other data compilations from which information can be obtained, translated if 
necessary, into a usable form and any other documents. For purposes of this request, any 
document that contains any note, comment, addition, deletion, insertion, annotation, or 
otherwise comprises a non-identical copy of another document shall be treated as a 
separate document subject to production. In all cases where original and any non
identical copies are not available, "document(s)" also means any identical copies of the 
original and all non-identical copies thereof. Any document, record, graph, chart, film or 
photograph originally produced in color must be provided in color. The term "document" 
includes all documents described above whether verified by the manufacturer or not. 

• Consumer Complaint: A "consumer complaint" is defined as a communication of any 
kind made by a consumer (or other person) to or with a manufacturer addressed to the 
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company, an officer thereof, or an entity thereof that handles consumer matters, a 
manufacturer website that receives consumer complaints, a manufacturer electronic mail 
system that receives such information at the corporate level, or that are otherwise 
received by a unit within the manufacturer that receives consumer inquiries or 
complaints, including telephonic complaints, expressing dissatisfaction with a product, or 
relating the unsatisfactory performance of a product, or any actual or potential defect in a 
product, or any even that allegedly was caused by any actual or potential defect in a 
product. 

• Effective Range: "Effective Range" means the maximum distance the Key Code 
Carrying Device can be from the Subject Vehicle where the vehicle is able to recognize 
the electronic key code associated with that particular vehicle. 

• Electronic Code: "Electronic Code" shall have the meaning used in the definition of 
"key" in 49 CFR § 571.114, S.4. 

• Key: "Key" means the electronic code which, when inserted into the starting system by 
electronic means, enables the vehicle operator to activate the engine or motor [See 49 
CFR § 571.114, S.4]. 

• Key Code Carrying Device (KCCD): "Key Code Carrying Device" means the physical 
device which is capable of electronically transmitting the key to the vehicle starting 
system without physical connection, other than its presence in the vehicle, between the 
device and the vehicle (i.e. the key fob). 

• Starting System: "Starting System" means the vehicle system used in conjunction with 
the key code and the engine/motor start control to activate the engine, motor, or other 
system which provides propulsion to the motor vehicle. 

• Subject Vehicles: "Subject Vehicles" means the vehicles listed after the first paragraph 
of this letter. 

• "Starting the vehicle's motor" means the driver uses the motor start control to turn on 
power is "on" to the motor, resulting in input to the vehicle's wheels and vehicle 
movement as a result of the driver applying the accelerator pedal. 

• "Stopping the vehicle's engine or motor" means the driver uses the engine/motor stop 
control to turn off power to the engine or motor and no input to the vehicle's wheels or 
vehicle movement will result from the driver application of the accelerator pedal. 

• The term "you" or "your" refers to Subaru. 

• The singular includes the plural; the plural includes the singular. The masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neutral genders; and the neutral gender includes the masculine 
and feminine genders. "And" as well as "or" shall be construed either disjunctively or 
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conjunctively, to bring within the scope of this information request all responses that 
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. "Each" shall be construed to include 
"every" and "every" shall be construed to include "each". "Any" shall be construed to 
include "all" and "all" shall be construed 0 include "any". The use ofa verb in any tense 
shall be construed as the use of the verb in a past or present tense, whenever necessary to 
bring within the scope of the document request all responses which might otherwise be 
construed to be outside its scope. 

• The term "relate to" or "relating to" means constituting, comprising, containing, setting 
forth, showing, disclosing, describing, explaining, summarizing, concerning, or referring 
to, directly or indirectly. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a natural person means to state hislher full name, 
title, office, present work address and telephone number, and the name, address and 
telephone number ofhislher present or last known employer, if any. once an individual 
has been so identified, he or she may thereafter be identified by name alone so long as 
reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete identity is given. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a person other than a natural person means to state 
its full name and the present or last known address and telephone number of its 
headquarters. Once such a "person" has been so identified, it may thereafter be identified 
by name alone so long as reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete 
identity is given. 

• Other Terms: To the extent that they are used in these information requests, the terms 
"claim," "consumer complaint," "dealer field report," "field report," "make," "model," 
"model year," "notice," "property damage," "property damage claim," "type," 
"warranty," "warranty adjustment," and "warranty claim," whether used in singular or 
plural form, have the same meaning as found in 49 CFR 579.4. 

Please respond to the following requests. Please repeat the applicable request verbatim above 
each response. Identify the source of the information and indicate the last date the information 
was fathered. Answer each question for each of the Subject Vehicles as well as any other MY 
2013-2014 vehicles identified by Subaru that have keyless ignition systems comparable to those 
in any of the Subject Vehicles. If any vehicles share the same starting system, they may be 
grouped together when responding. When grouping vehicles for responses please list all 
vehicles(by model year, make, and model) that each response is for. 

1. For each of the subject vehicles, state the date when a starting system that allows the use 
of an electronic key fob (Key Code Carrying Device) was first introduced in production 
and state the number of vehicles manufactured by or for your company with that starting 
system for sale in the U.S. from that date through the date of your-response to this letter, 
broken down by model year. 
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2. Separately, for each of the Subject Vehicles, explain the operation of the starting system. 
Include in your response, the location and operation of the key code carrying device and 
the engine/motor start/stop device. 

3. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is started. Include in your 
response where the electronic key code is sent (i.e. immobilizer or engine control unit 
("ECU")), the path the electronic key code takes to enable the driver to start the 
engine/motor (include a diagram showing the components and how they "connect" to each 
other), at what point the electronic key code is considered inserted into the starting system, 
and what conditions need to remain for the electronic key code to remain inserted. 

a. If the driver remained present in the vehicle, but the KCCD is removed from the 
vehicle after the vehicle's engine/motor is stopped, can the engine/motor be 
restarted using the original electronic key code described in item 3 above? If your 
response is yes, for what period oftime, and/or for what number of attempts is 
this possible? 

4. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is stopped or turned off. 
Include in your response, how hard and long the driver must press the start/stop button, to 
which device the code or other electrical signal is sent (Le., immobilizer or engine control 
unit ("ECU")), and which devices are turned off or deactivated by the ECU (i.e., starter, 
fuel pump, fuel injection system, etc.). Specify when exactly those devices are turned off 
or deactivated (i.e. after the engine/motor stop control is pressed to turn off the 
engine/motor, after the driver's door is opened, etc.) 

a. Describe any operating conditions during which the driver cannot stop or tum off 
the engine/motor by using the stop control. These conditions may include, for 
example, the vehicle's transmission is not in "park" or the vehicle's speed is 
almost zero mph (or less than a certain speed). 

5. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, describe how the starting system operates in 
the following scenarios referencing the descriptions provided in your response to item 1 . 
In each scenario, indicate when the electronic key code is first present in the Subject 
Vehicles, when it is recognized by the Subject Vehicles. In each scenario, describe when 
it is deactivated (engine/motor can no longer be started), and when it is purged from the 
Subject Vehicles, including the number of seconds it remains activated, if at all, after the 
driver turns the starting system off. In addition, in each scenario below, identify all 
audible and visual alerts made by the Subject Vehicles, specifically stating at what point 
each alert is made, what event triggered each alert, what event or factor each alert is 
intended to warn the driver of, and the length/duration (audible) or location/wording 
(visual) of each alert: 
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a) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) while the transmission control is in the "park" position. 
The Subject Vehicle's ignition is turned off (activates the propulsion on/off 
control). The driver exits the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his 
person and moves outside of the effective range. 

b) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle 
is then turned off (activates the propulsion on/off control). The driver exits the 
Subject Vehicle leaving the key code carrying device in the Subject Vehicle. 

c) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject 
Vehicle's engine/motor is then turned off (activates the propulsion system on/off 
control) with the transmission still in "drive". One minute elapses, after which 
the driver opens the driver's door and exits the Subject Vehicle, taking the key 
code carrying device with him outside of the effective range. 

Provide responses for the following questions if they have not been previously answered. If 
the question has been previously answered, identify specifically, by question number and by 
line, where the response was previously provided: 

6. Describe the circumstances under which the electronic code is purged or removed from 
the Subject Vehicles and/or is no longer recognized by the vehicle. Include in your 
response, where the key code carrying device must be located in tenus of distance from 
the vehicle and how much time must have elapsed after the vehicle's engine/motor is 
turned off in order for the electronic key code to be purged or removed from the Subject 
Vehicles'memory. 

7. What is the maximum effective range of the key code carrying device allowed for the 
electronic key code to be recognized by the Subject Vehicles? Explain the Subject 
Vehicles' response to the electronic code when they key code carrying device is moved 
beyond the maximum effective range. 

8. Produce a copy of Subaru's complete test procedure and test report concerning FMVSS 
No, 114 applicable to the Subject Vehicles. Produce all results of Subaru' s testing of the 
Subject Vehicles related to FMVSS No. 114 as well as copies ofSubaru's internal sign off 
sheet(s) indicating compliance with FMVSS No. 114. Produce a copy of Subaru's 
complete test procedure concerning FMVSS No. 114 for the Subject Vehicles as it was 
provided to the manufacturer of the Subject Vehicles' starting system. 
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9. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, state the number of each of the following 
received by or of which Subaru is otherwise aware, which relate to or may relate to the 
starting system in the Subject Vehicles: 

a) Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators; 

b) Field reports, including, but not limited to field technical reports and dealer 
field reports; 

c) Reports involving a crash, injury, or fatality; 

d) Property damage claims; 

e) Warrantee claims; 

f) Third-party arbitration proceedings where Subaru is or was a party to the 
arbitration; 

g) Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which Subaru is or was defendant or 
codefendant; and, 

h) Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs) provided to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.) and received or otherwise obtained by 
Subaru. 

If Subaru cannot respond to any specific request or subpart(s) thereof, please state the reason 
why it is unable to do so. If on the basis of attorney-client, attorney work product, or other 
privilege, Subaru does not submit one or more requested documents or items of information in 
response to this information request, Subaru must provide a privilege log identifying each 
document or item withheld, and stating the date, subject or title, the name and position of the 
person(s) from, and the person(s) to whom it was sent, and the name and position of any other 
recipient (to include all carbon copies or blind carbon copies), the nature of that information or 
material, and the basis for the claim of privilege and why that privilege applies. 

The information requests set forth above are sent to Subaru pursuant to 49 U.S.c. § 30166, 
which authorizes NHTSA to conduct any investigation that may be necessary to enforce Chapter 
301 of Title 49 and to require a manufacturer to make reports to NHTSA. It constitutes a new 
request for a report. A timely and complete response by Subaru is required. Subaru's failure to 
respond promptly and fully to such a request could subject Subaru to civil penalties pursuant to 
49 U.S.c. § 30165 or lead to an action for injunctive relief pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30163. 
Under 49 U.S.c. § 30165(a)(3), any person who violates 49 U. S. C. § 30166 is liable for 
penalties up to and including $7,000 per day for failure to provide requested information. The 
maximum for a related series of violations is currently $17,350,000. 49 C.F.R.§ 578.6(a)(3). 
Other remedies and sanctions are available as well. 
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10. What safety information does Subaru request its dealership personnel to provide to 
customers purchasing a new or used vehicle with push button start/stop? 

11. What safety information does Subaru directly provide to a customer purchasing a new or 
used vehicle with push button start/stop, and through what means (i.e., owner's manual) is this 
information provided or communicated? 

The address for mail or express delivery is: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance (NVS-22I), Room W43-4%, 1200 New Jersey Avenue 
SE, Washington, DC 20590. All business confidential information must be submitted 
directly to the Office of Chief Counsel as described in the following paragraph and should 
not be sent to this office. In addition, do not submit any business confidential information in 
the body of the letter submitted to this office. Please refer to OA-114-140115E in Subaru's 
response to this letter and in any confidentiality request submitted to the Office of Chief 
Counsel. Subaru's response to this IR is due no later than 30 calendar days from the date 
indicated on this letter. If Subaru finds that it is unable to provide all of the information 
requested within the time allotted, Subaru must request an extension from Amina Fisher of my 
staff at (202) 366-5307 no later than five (5) business days before the response due date. If 
Subaru is unable to provide all of the information requested by the original deadline, it must 
submit a partial response by the original deadline with whatever information Subaru then has 
available, even if an extension has been granted. 

If you have any technical questions concerning this matter, please call Amina Fisher of my staff 
at (202) 366-5307. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Harry Thompson 
Chief, Crash Avoidance Division 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance 

Enclosure - Data Sheets from field inspections 
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Vehicle 201~ 5~ 622 
PG 1 of 3 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _U_I_~ _________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE _ ~c...:W'~"' __________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL _&Z. ____________ _ 
VIN JFI~C .. C/'"40~1J'I1 

Automatic transmission (confirm) ~ YES o NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

"fo~nJl'~ ~ fob 

IS there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe 0'N'o o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBlE l VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: location: dt.4.~U' 

Duration: 
Exterior Wording: C Nt> ~ t-U1tr;.J(..) 

dB level: 

Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off ~o change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle W 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLEl 

dB level: Location: c.Ju.~t" 

Duration: 
Exterior J\)o~E Wording: (lVo ,I(~ hJ)~o.lC.) 

dB level: 

o 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 
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6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

1 nterior 

Exterior 

TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

dB level: c,~ 0(& 
Duration: &Dnnl'k.(~ 

dB level: (,~ dB 
Duration: &DMnIC.Ow,S 

AUDIBLEl 

Location: cJ~ 

Wording: (JJo ~ hi/tAle..) 

VISUAL 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to hove shifted to park 

as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park D 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park D 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES
iic.cz;:c:.;''''''Ai01. WI ;,,""h~n .st1~h"" 14.J12;t;/ t/Uc.;ol(. plat-col :It. PA~J<. 
" (eA~ ""~!j~ ~ ... ~ft;t.rtul fMln1 ~) 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 
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9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Desaibe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location : 
Duration : 

Exterior Wording: 
dB level : 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AU DIBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level : fit"M bup 7J.,{&. 
t'll.llf- t1IOO fA.Yll'l1uo.!>w- Location: c.h(~t'C-,. 

Duration : abJ~ IDIV 

Exterior $ "up~ Wording: ).)0 .IC~ lhllhJoJc-) 
dB level: 
Duration : 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR ---=.20::..:.j.:=~~ ________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE ---=:S:::..:.::~=-=-.:.:CA. __________ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL "F"ot"t.6t-e.r ------------------------------VIN JF26">Af>CI'E, tt""~7%,Lj 

Automatic transmission (confirm) IZ( YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

pro,,; mi~ k't.tl fob 

D NO 

PG 1 of 2 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0 YES, describe 0No 
Ito C\utD S".,irt +r> po.rlC fc.octufe. oLu!.c. ... ;1xol 

o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 
dB level: 
Duration: 

Exterior 1JOVE 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLEl 

Location: ~ cc.n+"tt;r 

Wording: bl-l;fr 'tt> "P"'-r.t: 

c/.isp/4'j'''' for I Su. 

VISUAL 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
D Reduced volume D Radio turns off ~ No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle D 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLEl 

dB level: 
Duration: 

E~erlor NO~~ 

Location: ~ Unnr 

Wording: 5nfr +-0 ~dC: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

C1l;5pIClt!:)UIi {pI' J 6eG 

D 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 
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Vehicle 20/~ 5",bA.rcA. 'For~n.r 

7 

6.1 
v ~/ +-rA~5rn,~'''n lUff in ?ArIC 

Start vehicle then turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec again. TECH 1 exit vehicle and close 
door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLEl 

Interior 

dB level: 
Duration: 

location: ~ cVt-tt.r 

Exterior AJOA>S Wording: 'DDor je. Dput. 

dB level: 
Duration: 

~/tI A.c,,~iDIc. title." ~ h> De. . 
'.fH... fo,. cloP" "f'C!'I (~mc. (;C./vt wh;Jc. v~jeJc rc.c.nnm"l) 

TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll?" 

VISUAL 

YES- Apparent~~re, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required [2f 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park D 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on?' (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto Shifted to Park D 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 
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Administration 

E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Abbas Saadatt 
Vice President 
Vehicle Safety and Compliance Liaison Office 
Toyota Motor Engineering and Manufacturing North America, Inc. 
19001 South Western Avenue 
Mail Stop S-104 
Torrance, CA 90501 

Re: Model Year 2013 and 2014 Push-Button Start Vehicles 

Dear Mr. Saadatt 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE. 
Washington. DC 20590 

January 28, 2014 

NVS-221AFi 
OA-114-140115F 

The Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance ("OVSC") of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration ("NHTSA") investigated vehicles manufactured by Toyota to the 
requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard ("FMVSS") No. 114, Theft Protection 
and Rollaway Prevention, found at 49 CFR § 571. 114. Testing took place at Fitz Auto Mall, in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland on September 4, 2013. 

MY Make Mode) 
2012 Toyota RAV4 
2013 Toyota Avalon 
2013 Toyota Highlander 
2013 T<ry_ota Prius C 
2013 Toyota Prius V 

OVSC performed tests using scenarios developed according to how we believed 
consumers could use vehicles equipped with KCCDs, focusing on Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of 49 
CFR § 571.114. Since these systems operate differently depending on the manufacturer and, in 
some cases, the model, we ask that you review the results we obtained. In answering the items 
below, include any differences noted should your company conduct similar tests and the possible 
reasons for those differences. 

***** NHTSA 
\\, \\., ,,".I1"I S~l.~fl\ · 



Unless otherwise stated in the text, the following definitions apply to the information 
request set forth below: 

• Manufacturer: "Toyota" "you", or "your" means Toyota including all of its divisions, 
subsidiaries and affiliated enterprises, including with respect to any of the foregoing 
within or outside of the United States, any parent corporation, any subsidiary or affiliate, 
or any subsidiary or affiliate of any parent corporation, and all of their headquarters, 
regional, zone and other offices and their employees, and all agents, contractors, 
consultants, attorneys and law firms and other persons engaged directly or indirectly 
(e.g., employee of a consultant) by or under the control of Toyota. 

• Document(s): "Document(s)" is used in the broadest sense of the word and shall mean 
all original written, printed, typed, recorded, or graphic matter whatsoever, however 
produced or reproduced, of every kind, nature, and description, and all non-identical 
copies of both sides thereof, including, but not limited to, papers, letters, memoranda, 
correspondence, communications, electronic mail (e-mail) messages (existing in hard 
copy and/or in electronic storage), faxes, telegrams, cables, telex messages, notes, 
annotations, working papers, drafts, minutes, records, audio and video recordings, data, 
databases, other information bases, summaries, charts, tables, graphics, other visual 
displays, photographs, statements, interviews, opinions, reports, newspaper articles, 
studies, analyses, evaluations, interpretations, contracts, agreements, jottings, agendas, 
bulletins, notices, announcements, instructions, blueprints, drawings, as-builts, changes, 
manuals, publications, work schedules, journals, statistical data, desk, portable and 
computer calendars, appointment books, diaries, travel reports, lists, tabulations, 
computer printouts, data processing program libraries, data processing inputs and outputs, 
microfilms, microfiches, statements for services, resolutions, financial statements, 
governmental records, business records, personnel records, work orders, pleadings, 
discovery in any form, affidavits, motions, responses to discovery, all transcripts, 
administrative findings and all mechanical, magnetic, photographic and electronic 
records or recordings of any kind, including any storage media associated with 
computers, including, but not limited to, information on hard drives, CD-ROMs, compact 
disks, floppy disks, backup tapes, and zip drives, electronic communications, including 
but not limited to, the Internet and shall include any drafts or revisions pertaining to any 
of the foregoing, all other things similar to any of the foregoing, however denominated by 
you, any other data compilations from which information can be obtained, translated if 
necessary, into a usable form and any other documents. For purposes of this request, any 
document that contains any note, comment, addition, deletion, insertion, annotation, or 
otherwise comprises a non-identical copy of another document shall be treated as a 
separate document subject to production. In all cases where original and any non
identical copies are not available, "document(s)" also means any identical copies of the 
original and all non-identica1 copies thereof. Any document, record, graph, chart, film or 
photograph originally produced in color must be provided in color. The term "document" 
includes all documents described above whether verified by the manufacturer or not. 

• Consumer Complaint: A "consumer complaint" is defmed as a communication of any 
kind made by a consumer (or other person) to or with a manufacturer addressed to the 
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company, an officer thereof, or an entity thereofthat handles consumer matters, a 
manufacturer website that receives consumer complaints, a manufacturer electronic mail 
system that receives such information at the corporate level, or that are otherwise 
received by a unit within the manufacturer that receives consumer inquiries or 
complaints, including telephonic complaints, expressing dissatisfaction with a product, or 
relating the unsatisfactory performance of a product, or any actual or potential defect in a 
product, or any even that allegedly was caused by any actual or potential defect in a 
product. 

• Effective Range: "Effective Range" means the maximum distance the Key Code 
Carrying Device can be from the Subject Vehicle where the vehicle is able to recognize 
the electronic key code associated with that particular vehicle. 

• Electronic Code: "Electronic Code" shall have the meaning used in the definition of 
"key" in 49 CFR § 571.114, S.4. 

• Key: "Key" means the electronic code which, when inserted into the starting system by 
electronic means, enables the vehicle operator to activate the engine or motor [See 49 
CFR § 571.114, S.4]. 

• Key Code Carrying Device (KCeD): "Key Code Carrying Device" means the physical 
device which is capable of electronically transmitting the key to the vehicle starting 
system without physical connection, other than its presence in the vehicle, between the 
device and the vehicle (i.e. the key fob). 

• Starting System: "Starting System" means the vehicle system used in conjunction with 
the key code and the engine/motor start control to activate the engine, motor, or other 
system which provides propulsion to the motor vehicle. 

• Subject Vebic1es: "Subject Vehicles" means the vehicles listed after the first paragraph 
of this letter. 

• "Starting the vehicle's motor" means the driver uses the motor start control to tum on 
power is "on" to the motor, resulting in input to the vehicle's wheels and vehicle 
movement as a result of the driver applying the accelerator pedal. 

• "Stopping the vehicle's engine or motor" means the driver uses the engine/motor stop 
control to tum off power to the engine or motor and no input to the vehicle's wheels or 
vehicle movement will result from the driver application ofthe accelerator pedal. 

• The term "you" or "your" refers to Toyota. 

• The singular includes the plural; the plural includes the singular. The masculine gender 
includes the feminine and neutral genders; and the neutral gender includes the masculine 
and feminine genders. "And" as well as "or" shan be construed either disjunctively or 
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conjunctively, to bring within the scope of this information request all responses that 
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. "Each" shall be construed to include 
"every" and "every" shall be construed to include "each". "Any" shall be construed to 
include "all" and "all" shall be construed 0 include "any". The use of a verb in any tense 
shall be construed as the use of the verb in a past or present tense, whenever necessary to 
bring within the scope of the document request all responses which might otherwise be 
construed to be outside its scope. 

• The term "relate to"or "relating to" means constituting, comprising, containing, setting 
forth, showing, disclosing, describing, explaining, summarizing, concerning, or referring 
to, directly or indirectly. 

• To "identify': or "state the identity of' a natural person means to state hislher full name, 
title, office, present work address and telephone number, and the name, address and 
telephone number of hislher present or last known employer, if any. once an individual 
has been so identified, he or she may thereafter be identified by name alone so long as 
reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete identity is given. 

• To "identify" or "state the identity of' a person other than a natural person means to state 
its full name and the present or last known address and telephone number of its 
headquarters. Once such a "person" has been so identified, it may thereafter be identified 
by name alone so long as reference is made to the paragraph in which the complete 
identity is given. 

• Other Terms: To the extent that they are used in these information requests, the terms 
"claim," "consumer complaint," "dealer field report," "field report," "make," "model," 
"model year," "notice," "property damage," "property damage claim," "type," 
"warranty," "warranty adjustment," and "warranty claim," whether used in singular or 
plural form, have the same meaning as found in 49 CFR 579.4. 

Please respond to the following requests. Please repeat the applicable request verbatim above 
each response. Identify the source of the information and indicate the last date the information 
was fathered. Answer each question for each of the Subject Vehicles as well as any other MY 
2013-2014 vehicles identified by Toyota that have keyless ignition systems comparable to those 
in any of the Subject Vehicles. If any vehicles share the same starting system, they may be 
grouped together when responding. When grouping vehicles for responses please list all 
vehicles(by model year, make, and model) that each response is for. 

1. For each of the subject vehicles, state the date when a starting system that allows the use 
of an electronic key fob (Key Code Carrying Device) was first introduced in production 
and state the number of vehicles manufactured by or for your company with that starting 
system for sale in the U.S. from that date through the date of your response to this letter, 
broken down by model year. 
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2. Separately, for each of the Subject Vehicles, explain the operation of the starting system. 
Include in your response, the location and operation of the key code carrying device and 
the engine/motor start/stop device. 

3. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is started. Inc1ude in your 
response where the electronic key code is sent (i.e. immobilizer or engine control unit 
("ECU")), the path the electronic key code takes to enable the driver to start the 
engine/motor (include a diagram showing the components and how they "connect" to each 
other), at what point the electronic key code is considered inserted into the starting system, 
and what conditions need to remain for the electronic key code to remain inserted. 

a. lfthe driver remained present in the vehicle, but the KCCD is removed from the 
vehicle after the vehicle's engine/motor is stopped, can the engine/motor be 
restarted using the original electronic key code described in item 3 above? If your 
response is yes, for what period oftime, and/or for what number of attempts is 
this possible? 

4. Describe in detail how the Subject Vehicles' engine/motor is stopped or turned off. 
Include in your response, how hard and long the driver must press the start/stop button, to 
which device the code or other electrical signal is sent (i.e., immobilizer or engine control 
unit ("ECU")), and which devices are turned off or deactivated by the ECU (i.e., starter, 
fuel pump, fuel injection system, etc.). Specify when exactly those devices are turned off 
or deactivated (i.e. after the engine/motor stop control is pressed to turn off the 
engine/motor, after the driver's door is opened, etc.) 

a Describe any operating conditions during which the driver cannot stop or turn off 
the engine/motor by using the stop control. These conditions may include, for 
example, the vehicle's transmission is not in "park" or the vehicle's speed is 
almost zero mph (or less than a certain speed). 

5. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, describe how the starting system operates in 
the following scenarios referencing the descriptions provided in your response to item 1 . 
In each scenario, indicate when the electronic key code is first present in the Subject 
Vehicles, when it is recognized by the Subject Vehicles. In each scenario, describe when 
it is deactivated (engine/motor can no longer be started), and when it is purged from the 
Subject Vehicles, including the number of seconds it remains activated, if at all, after the 
driver turns the starting system off. In addition, in each scenario below, identify all 
audible and visual alerts made by the Subject Vehicles, specifically stating at what point 
each alert is made, what event triggered each alert, what event or factor each alert is 
intended to warn the driver of, and the length/duration (audible) or location/wording 
(visual) of each alert: 
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a) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehlcle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) while the transmission control is in the "park" position. 
The Subject Vehicle's ignition is turned off (activates the propUlsion on/off 
control). The driver exits the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his 
person and moves outside of the effective range. 

b) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject Vehicle 
is then turned off (activates the propulsion on/off control). The driver exits the 
Subject Vehicle leaving the key code carrying device in the Subject Vehicle. 

c) The driver enters the vehicle with the key code carrying device on his person. The 
driver turns the Subject Vehicle's engine/motor on (activates the propulsion 
system on/off control) and places the transmission in "drive". The Subject 
Vehicle's engine/motor is then turned off (activates the propulsion system on/off 
control) with the transmission still in "drive". One minute elapses, after which 
the driver opens the driver's door and exits the Subject Vehicle, taking the key 
code carrying device with him outside of the effective range. 

Provide responses for the following questions if they have not been previously answered. If 
the question has been previously answered, identify specifically, by question number and by 
line, where the response was previously provided: 

6. Describe the circumstances under which the electronic code is purged or removed from 
the Subject Vehicles and/or is no longer recognized by the vehicle. Include in your 
response, where the key code carrying device must be located in terms of distance from 
the vehicle and how much time must have elapsed after the vehicle's engine/motor is 
turned offin order for the electronic key code to be purged or removed from the Subject 
Vehicles'memory. 

7. What is the maximum effective range of the key code carrying device allowed for the 
electronic key code to be recognized by the Subject Vehicles? Explain the Subject 
Vehicles' response to the electronic code when they key code carrying device is moved 
beyond the maximum effective range. 

8. Produce a copy of Toyota's complete test procedure and test report concerning FMVSS 
No. 114 applicable to the Subject Vehicles. Produce all results of Toyota's testing of the 
Subject Vehicles related to FMVSS No. 114 as well as copies of Toyota's internal sign off 
sheet(s) indicating compliance with FMVSS No. 114. Produce a copy of Toyota's 
complete test procedure concerning FMVSS No. 114 for the Subject Vehicles as it was 
provided to the manufacturer of the Subject Vehicles' starting system. 
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9. Separately for each of the Subject Vehicles, state the number of each of the following 
received by or of which Toyota is otherwise aware, which relate to or may relate to the 
starting system in the Subject Vehicles: 

a) Consumer complaints, including those from fleet operators; 

b) Field reports, including, but not limited to field technical reports and dealer 
field reports; 

c) Reports involving a crash, injury, or fatality; 

d) Property damage claims; 

e) Warrantee claims; 

f) Third-party arbitration proceedings where Toyota is or was a party to the 
arbitration; 

g) Lawsuits, both pending and closed, in which Toyota is or was defendant or 
codefendant; and, 

h) Vehicle Owner Questionnaires (VOQs) provided to the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (U.S.) and received or otherwise obtained by 
Toyota. 

If Toyota cannot respond to any specific request or subpart(s) thereof, please state the reason 
why it is unable to do so. If on the basis of attorney-client, attorney work product, or other 
privilege, Toyota does not submit one or more requested documents or items of information in 
response to this information request, Toyota must provide a privilege log identifying each 
document or item withheld, and stating the date, subject or title, the name and position of the 
person(s) from, and the person(s) to whom it was sent, and the name and position of any other 
recipient (to include all carbon copies or blind carbon copies), the nature of that information or 
material, and the basis for the claim of privilege and why that privilege applies. 

The information requests set forth above are sent to Toyota pursuant to 49 U.S.c. § 30166, 
which authorizes NHTSA to conduct any investigation that may be necessary to enforce Chapter 
301 of Title 49 and to require a manufacturer to make reports to NHTSA. It constitutes a new 
request for a report. A timely and complete response by Toyota is required. Toyota's failure to 
respond promptly and fully to such a request could subject Toyota to civil penalties pursuant to 
49 U.S.c. § 30165 or lead to an action for injunctive relief pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 30163. 
Under 49 U.S.C. § 30165(a)(3), any person who violates 49 U. S. C. § 30166 is liable for 
penalties up to and including $7,000 per day for failure to provide requested information. The 
maximum for a related series of violations is currently $17,350,000.49 C.F.R.§ 578.6(a)(3). 
Other remedies and sanctions are available as well. 
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Additionally, we are requesting information to improve our understanding of the design 
standards and safety strategies that your company has in place to address the potential safety 
risks that may be present with push button start/stop vehicles. Your response to the following 
questions is optional: 

10. What safety information does Toyota request its dealership personnel to provide to 
customers purchasing a new or used vehicle with push button start/stop? 

II. What safety information does Toyota directly provide to a customer purchasing a new or 
used vehicle with push button start/stop, and through what means (i .e., owner's manual) is this 
information provided or communicated? 

The address for mail or express delivery is: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance (NVS-221), Room W43-49@, 1200 New Jersey Avenue 
SE, Washington, DC 20590. All business confidential information must be submitted 
directly to the Office of Chief Counsel as described in the fol1owing paragraph and should 
not be sent to this office. In addition, do not submit any business confidential information in 
the body of the letter submitted to this office. Please refer to OA-114-140115F in Toyota's 
response to this letter and in any confidentiality request submitted to the Office of Chief 
Counsel. Toyota's response to this IR is due no later than 30 calendar days from the date 
indicated on this letter. If Toyota finds that it is unable to provide all ofthe information 
requested within the time allotted, Toyota must request an extension from Amina Fisher of my 
staff at (202) 366-5307 no later than five (5) business days before the response due date. If 
Toyota is unable to provide all of the information requested by the original deadline, it must 
submit a partial response by the original deadline with whatever information Toyota then has 
available, even if an extension has been granted. 

If you have any technical questions concerning this matter, please call Amina Fisher of my staff 
at (202) 366-5307. Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Harry Thompson 
Chief, Crash Avoidance Division 
Office of Vehicle Safety Compliance 

Enclosure - Data Sheets from field inspections 
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Vehicle Zo/~ 1oj~ '£:.." "I 
PG 1 of 3 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE c" 0'1 1:3-
VEHICLE MODEL YE~ __ Zo_/~.::..-________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE 7 ~'"" 
VEHICLE MODEL J:;:A.~ tt 

--~--~-----------------------
VIN 2.r~DJ:R E"YOD 'NO 7(,201 

Automatic transmission (confirm) tk"~ES o NO 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

prolC im'~ ~'-!2 fob 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? o YES, describe 0'No o UNSURE 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 

3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 

4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior ,.,o/oJf! Wording: 

dB level: 

Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off ld'No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electroniC key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6,1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE1 

dB level: location: c:.lCA.$~" 

Duration: 

VISUAL 

Exterior .vo",e Wording: ~ t&.lItot..lf. f/~~ 
dB level: 

Duration: .l,)011ftuCP ~J.)l;, &tIFT 11> P 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



" 

Vehicle 2ol:!> 1o!:]JH.. Zv "f 
PG 2 oD 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again . 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 
dB level: 58' 015 
Duration: 'Of\ri.r1l4.O~ 

Exterior 
dB level: (,7 Dl& 
Duration: t:ortI1t1IA.O~ 

AUDIBLE1 

Location : d~ 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle . Is the vehicle free to roll? 

VISUAL 

YES- Apparent fa!J.ure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 
as required I2f 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto Shifted to Pork 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

r-:::---
I NOTES 

i 
I 
I L. ____ _ 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; veh icle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park. then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDIBle VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location : 
Duration: 

Exterior A)OloJl Wording: 
dB level : 
Duration : 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: 
UC>Al'E 

Duration: 

dB level : 6S Dl5 
Duration: ~ rups 

AUDIBLE l 
VISUAL 

Location : G/I.A.~u 

Wording: ~ tult:rAJ<. fl"'-!!>~ ~ 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make. 

model, and size 



Vehicle 2()/~ 7.~ {;"/,U" 
FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rolfaway Prevention 

TEST DATE l>~ 0"1 I~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YE8,R _-,-fc>...;.j~~ _________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE "1 ~p.. 
VEHICLE MODEL ~~ ......... ~_o_,, __________ _ 
VIN -Iof:f="!ef, ~TU30IEB2DO()IJ~~~ 

Automatic transmission {confirm} t2( VES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

rt>lIi Mi::> t'';:2 fob 

Is there an installed rol/away prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe i2lNo 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level : 62 0<& 
Duration: J hce.p 

dB level: 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE l VISUAL 

Location: 

Wording: "Pt>wv ~n 
~ 

6hfr- I"D "PtA., Jc. 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off 0'No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in veh icle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLEl 

dB level: 
Duration: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

location: c;1CA.~V' 

Wording ; 6hif~ to ?OU"r 
br-.tc. p not-c.) 

rfl4J'~"~ ~ 
hUh1Jc. 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off With transmission not in Park; wait -30 sec again . 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 
dB level: {PD ot5 
Duration: CDn~.,~ 

Exterior 
dB level: 7!J ol5 
Duration: eonti'l"'.CC> 

AUDIBle l 
VISUAL 

location: dtA.sEv 

Wording: ~ I\.Df oUrut"ut 
~ 
, Cl/t'V~cdt 

Sh+ ~ ?_Il Po-s 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES· Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 

as required [2( 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

\ 

YES· Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to hove auto shifted to Park 0 

NO· PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to hove Duto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES .JI f1o,Q"'ei' f'Vk:inl!1 J,rAU t1J I ~ (. i 1/ WYli rWUi 

~f' ~lU poi",* I -11M pcv ~ ~ k-~ did II4f 

AJ'P&«" fo ~ ~ul 

L _ ______ _ _ __ -_ · _ _ . - ------. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard ; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 
10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 

11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind . Describe 
any alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 
VISUAL 

Interior 

dB level: location: 
Duration: 

Exterior -"O""~ Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: 
J.)O))"E 

Duration: 

dB level: k:o cAB 
Duration: ~ ~ 

AUDIBLE1 VISUAL 

Location: c../C0t"v 

Wording: ~ "* "utt.,~ 
IA 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

TEST DATE OD) 04 I~ 
VEHICLE MODEl YEAR -:--ZoI3=~ ______ ~_ 
VEHICLE MAKE 1.;p.ri~ 
VEHICLE MODEL .....:tb+-.;~,I:-":-:-/A.~~=u=--_______ ~_ 
VIN 5ft)DX.~E'»)(t>02S(P5q,! 

Automatic transmission (confirm) Er YES 

Activation of starting system (include key type) 

E""lCi....,.~ ):'::} fl>b 

IS there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 

o NO 

o YES, describe [2fNo 

1 Position vehicle all relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 

PG 1 of 3 

o UNSURE 

2 Start vehicle; roll down drive(s Window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 

4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBLE l VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior A>o tJf Wording: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? ....-./ 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off ~ No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated. 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle [2(' 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehicle 
(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

dB level: Location: 

Duration: 

Exterior ,I.)oA>~ Wording: 

dB level: 
Duration: 

o 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 

TECH 1 e)(it vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDlBLEl VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: b8 off> 
Duration: c;ont'i,uc.~ 

Exterior 

Location: (ccntv) 1M~ u.ntU 

dB level: 70~.5 
Duration: CDrt#j~~~ 

Wording: ~ I\bt ~ 

c.5h;f,. ~ ?,~~ 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have shifted to park 

as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted ta Pork 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission oppears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

!-;;OT~~ +tAYfI~-t>ff -~;~-'r'tO't in. 'Po.,r: 
! , :~t .". -Ik ~ / 6h.p .b«.~ "-

I 

~ O't.U1 
"c.mC4.1·~ ~JJwn;~ 

, ~ kMj tU.Ii'(/ "4'P~ ", Juc.vc. tf.w.. 'fc.h4c.Jt .. 

.1,-_---['Ici\iclt. can ooJ~ ~ (Lbteutut) .._--_ .. _._--- - ~ 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle ecl~ ~!jO~ !j,itIANk( 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 

10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 

11 With the propulsion system stifl activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 
any alerts activated 

AUDIBLE1 
VISUAL 

Interior 

dB level: Location: 
DUration: 

Exterior AJo~~ Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Tum the vehicle off, then bacK Of\ while stitl in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB level: UOAJE 
Duration: 

dB level: ('b o(B 
Duration: ~ brAp6 

VISUAL 

Location: (<<-nn,) o')'I~ eUI:I"V 

Wording: 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 1 of 3 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rolfaway Prevention 

TEST DATE o~ ot/ I~ 
VEHICLE MODEL YE~ __ fo_J~ _________ _ 
VEHICLE MAKE _..:.I_~ f>..t::-'m.;..;;..:... _____ ______ _ 

VEHICLE MODEL _rp..:.....-'r_'&o:>~_c.. __________ _ 
VIN uTDKtn"S~2>DIO q~ 

Automatic transmission (confirm) YES o NO 

Activation of starting system (incfude key type) 

l'rOJ(;Mi~ K~ fob 

Is there an installed rallaway prevention feature? o YES, describe [1No o UNSURE 

1 ?osition \Ie hide on re!atively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roli down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; wait ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

Interior 
dB level: 
Duration: 

Exterior foJooE 

dB leve): 
Duration: 

AUDIBLE) 

Wording: .s h.ift fb. "H ..... r 
;. 

"Pow Co,: () Jo'L 

VISUAL 

If an audible alert sounds does the radio volume change? 
o Reduced volume 0 Radio turns off . ~o change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated . 

Interior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the vehiCle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE! VISUAL 

dB level: 4~ ~& Location: (c~) rY1t.~~ CuajV 

Duration: I DUf> 
Exterior Wording: ~ ~ cUkUt.o{ 

dB le~el: A>OA)E bh.;ft- ft> 'P to ~ 
DuratIon: r~ clc.vc.H"... ~ ~"I. _____ ---l 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDIBLEl 
VISUAL 

Interior 
dB level: 55 ~f, 
Duration: cc:rtU'inRo~ GU'lAil 

location: (cuttv) ....,~~e. CUt:/'f.I 

Exterior rJ..oor opcntcl. tfo.u1 Wording: K.~ >tot ctLhd'u;{ 

5h.,;ft. 1'3 'P +P 9fTuor 
dB level: 'rl olS Uot.e..ot 
Duration: C'cwt.#'i"lIo(.O&A.~ dwc.Ho 1'1. 2.. mi." 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent fa.J.iure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have Shifted to park 
as required rzr 
NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to have locked itself in Park 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

,---
\ NOTES 

YES- Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Pork 0 

I r ,shift 1t1 ? It> .5kv+" 

~ ,.~ 11>:>/0 }4~ (up -no 2..,..;..,,) 

L _________ _ • ~_ .. _~ __ • ____ J 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle tcl~ Io.~ofo. ?'I~~ c.. 
PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 

10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 
11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 

any alerts activated 

AUDlBLE1 
VISUAL 

Interior 
dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior ,",oo"E Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shih out or Park., then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

Interior 

Exterior 

dB Jeve!: 
Duration: 

dB level: CP'O ~ 
Duration: ~ bu.~ 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 

Location: (,~fv) ..,..t...~ ~ 

Wording: )(~ ~ ~ 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle 201'0 -[:','1()t».. ?"i~ y 

FMVSS 114 - Theft Protection and Rollaway Prevention 

T£ST DATE 
VEHICLE MODEL YEAR _Z_O_/~ _________ _ 

VEHICLE MAKE ----.C--r;~,,~e1~trfc..-=--------------
VEHICLE MODEL "'Pr;A«!> v 

--------------~---------------
VIN JTOZN~EUOt) ~ 70~~ 

Automatic transmission (confirm) 0" YES 
Activation of starting system (include key type) 

r'(>~;mjf"j ¥.c.t1 f~ 

o NO 

PG 1 of 3 

Is there an installed rollaway prevention feature? 0'::VES, describe 0 NO 0 UNSURE 
~~ ~ lIut.idt. ;1; tkr""tpI 6{f t.»!.;)4. -t.t-;". rev«:, ~ ~ fy~" .... is$;~1'\. ct"<To-

sk.'frs ~'f jJt.h> ? o.r.t: 

1 Position vehicle on relatively flat grade; TECH 1 enter vehicle with key fob 
2 Start vehicle; roll down driver's window; turn radio on; shift to Drive; release Parking Brake 
3 Pass fob out of open window to TECH 2 (make sure to move out of range of vehicle) 
4 Turn vehicle off; walt ~30 sec (some vehicles have emergency restart feature) Describe any 

alerts activated 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: (L.&.I'\;f'"V) c..l;f>PJ~ C,UI.f'Lf' 

Duration: 
Exterior "X).Qt Wording: of .s>t.okle.Ol :;Jt..'fn.r 

dB level : 
Duration: 

~c..Ic..ctiO'1. ~OVI tu;:) tl> 

?cv.t: 

If an audible alert sounds does the ra~ volume change? 
o Reduced volume ~ Radio turns off o No change to radio volume 

5 Shift vehicle to Neutral (do not go to Park in the meantime) 
6 Attempt to restart vehicle in Neutral. Does the vehicle restart? Describe any alerts activated , 

Interior 

Exterior 

YES- electronic key code appears to still be in vehicle 0 
(Complete 6.1) 

NO- electronic key code does not appear to still be in the veh icle 

(Complete 6.1 - 8) 

AUDIBLE! 

dB level : Location: 
Duration: 

Wording : 

dB level : 
Duration : 

VISUAL 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



Vehicle l"l~ -r;::r~ v.. .. '1:S v 
PG 2 of 3 

6.1 Start vehicle then turn vehicle off with transmission not in Park; wait ~30 sec again. 
TECH 1 exit vehicle and close door. Describe any alerts activated. 

AUDlBLE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: Location: 
Duration: 

oo~E 
Exterior Wording: 

dB level: 

Duration: 

7 TECH 2 attempt to push the vehicle. Is the vehicle free to roll? 

YES- Apparent failure, the vehicle's transmission does not appear to have Shifted to park 
as required 0 

NO- Go to 8, the vehicle appears to hove locked itself in Pork 0 

8 Does the Parking Brake appear to be on? (Check for Parking Brake Light) 

YES· Apparent failure, the transmission appears not to hove auto shifted to Park 0 

NO- PASS, the vehicle's transmission appears to have auto shifted to Park 0 

NOTES 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 



PG 3 of 3 

9 TECH 1 enter the vehicle with key fob 

10 Start the vehicle in Park; Shift out of Park, then back into Park 

11 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle leaving the key fob behind. Describe 
any alerts activated 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB tevel: Location: 
Duration: 

Exterior AX>A>f. Wording: 
dB level: 
Duration: 

12 TECH 1 re-enter vehicle 
13 Turn the vehicle off, then back on while still in Park; Shift out or Park, then back into Park 
14 With the propulsion system still activated, exit the vehicle with the key fob. Describe any alerts 

activated 

AUDIBlE1 VISUAL 
Interior 

dB level: location: 
Duration: 

Exterior 
dB level: ('2 ol~ 

Wording: 

Duration: ~ bups 

PHOTOGRAPHS: vehicle front; vehicle rear; certification placard; tire placard; tires showing make, 

model, and size 


